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The lead article in this book is an extensive revision of a chapter originally
published in John Duprk's (1987) edited volume on'evolution and optimality theory, a collection that dealt mainly with theoretical issues relevant to
human evolution. Although the skeleton of this article is drawn from the
1987 paper, most of the material has been revised to fit in with the theme of
'I'lv autllors ol' Illis clluptcr woultl like lo wanl~lytllal~hLlavid L)uss, George Cos~l~ides,
Martill I)nly,
Roger Shepard, Don Symons, and Margo Wilson for their very helpful comments on earlier versions
ol' Illis work. Our hei~rtlkltthanks illso go to I.c~rraineDiston and Steve Pinker, whose excellrot judgI I I C I I ~and ~ C I ) C ~ O I IICII)
IS
at i~CI-IIC~~IIIIIOIIICII~brougl~tthis cllaplcr k) fruitiol~.Nccdlcss to say, any rcmaining (and newly introduced) errors remain uniquely our own. The new writing and reworking of
this chapter were completed while we were Fellows at the Zentrum fur interdisziplinaire Forschung
(ZiF) of the University of Bielefeld, and we would like to thank Dr. Peter Weingart and the ZiF for
their support, assistance, and many kindnesses. The preparation of this chapter was also supported by
NSI: Grant UNS9157-449 to John Tooby.

'l'his chapter is hascd on sevcr;~l recent articles ol' ours, especially Coslllides and l'wby (1987) and
Tooby and Cosmides (1990a, 1990b). As Don Symons is fond of saying, it is difficult to understand
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this book. There are new sections on motivation, emotions as they relate to
motivations, and why adaptations turn out to be species typical. Material and
the ideas in this work provide a framework upon which the subsequent chapters are anchored. Although most of the authors did not specifically develop
their chapters to fit in with the lead article, the substance of their works
dovetails with the theme of that chapter. In the synopsis and co~nmentsthat
precede each chapter, I attempt to indicate the connections between ideas in
the Cosmides and Tooby article and the chapter under discussion.
Although the main thrust of the Cosmides and Tooby chapter is on the
value of evolutionary psychology for the understanding of human behavior,
their arguments and proposals are equally cogent for the analysis of animal
behavior. They regard a crucial link in the causal chain from evolution to behavior to be one involving innate psychological mechanisms. They focus on
information-processing systems as prime examples of such mechanisms, and
alll~oitgl~
the possihili~ywas no( cxplicit in (Iiitt chapter, motivational mechanisms nlay also be involved in this link. Although information may be the
key to the adaptive regulation of behavior, motivational factors are required
for the expression of such regulation.
When applied to behavior, natural selection theory is regarded by the authors as more closely allied with the cognitive level of explanation than with
any other level of proximate causation. This is because the cognitive level
seeks to specify a psychological mechanism's function. Alternatively, one
could argue that a motivational level of explanation also involves a specification of the mechanism's function. From a cognitive framework, Cosmides
and Tooby propose that for important domains, animals should have evolved
specialized learning mechanisms, called Duwiniun ulgorithnls, that organize
experience into adaptively meaningful schemas or frames. When activated
by appropriate environmental or proprioceptive information, these innately
specified frame builders should focus attention and organize knowledge that
will lead to domain-specific inferences, judghents, and choices. One may
question what it is that activates this information; this is where motivational
factors may enter into the picture.
The goal of evolutionary theory is to define the adaptive problems that orwhat someone is saying until you know who they are arguing with. These papers were addressed to
sz\'z1.;11~ I i ~ l i nrzs~.arcI~
c~
C ~ I I ~ I I I I I(a)
I I ~those
~ ~ Lint~rcstzd
'S:
in tilkilig ill1 c v o l ~ ~ t i ~ n ~i I~P r~ TyI - ~ ~ I CloI I I I I I I I I ~ I I ~
behavior, but who are unfamiliar with cognitive science; (b) those skeptical of the value or possibility of taking an evolutionary approach to human behavior; and (c) cognitive psychologists, many of
whom are unfi~miliarwith modem evolutionary functionalism. These papers were trot addressed to behavioral scientists working on animal behavior, and this new chapter, built out ol' these earlier building blocks, unfortunately preserves the prior orientation. If we had had the time to address this new
chapter to animal researchers, many things about i t would be different, not least thz presumptuous and
hectoring tone. Animal researchers are in many respects far in advance of other communities in their
focus on adaptive function, proximate mechanisms, and careful experimentation, and we suspect we
are running the risk of telling animal researchers a great many things they already know. If so, we
offer our apologies in advance. Another obvious flaw is that we did not have the time to bring the literature discussed fully up to date, and so have had to rely on the references that came to hand.
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ganisms must be able to solve, while the goal of cognitive psychology is to
discover the information-processing mechanisms that have evolved to solve
them. It is reasonable to assume that both goals must be considered in the
analysis of behavior. However, a more comprehensive analysis could also include motivational processes, unless one argues that an analysis incorporating
evolutionary and cognitive mechanisms makes such an enterprise redundant.
The type of evolutionary psychology advocated by Cosmides and Tooby
uses the methods of evolutionary biology as well as experimental psychology, particularly cognitive psychology, to study the naturally selected design
of psychological mechanisms. Although the Darwinian algorithms are instantiated in neural hardware, Cosmides and Tooby argue that it is not necessary to understand the details of this hardware in order to analyze evolutionary adaptations. Hence the naturally selected design of the "mind" could
be studied at the information-processing level. However, Crawford (1993)
suggcs~stl\i\t lhcse nlcchi~nisa~s
"come along with the computer": Tllcy arc
hard wired. If these algorithms were shaped by natural selection, then they
can be changed only by natural selection, and then only through changes in
DNA, which codes for enzymes that direct the construc~ionof proteins. Such
an inference implies that adaptive mechanisms may be analyzed at the biochemical or neural level. This type of analysis is presented in many of the
subsequent chapters in this volume. However, Cosmides and Tooby assume
that natural selection has fixed the alleles at loci mediating the development
of Darwinian algorithms; thus, these adaptations can be studied without reference to DNA, biochemistry, or neuroanatomy. In addition to physiological
analysis, then, most of the chapters in this book analyze motivational phenomena in tertns of psychological t~lechanismsof the sort proposed by Cosmides and Tooby.
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INTRODUCTION
Popular wisdom has it that arguments against new ideas in science typically pass
through three characteristic stages, from
1. "It's not true," to
2. "Well, it may be true, but it's not important," to
3. "It's true and it's important, but it's not new-we knew it all along."

If the current state of the behavioral sciences is any indication, then the application of evolutionary biology to the understanding of human behavior has entered the "it's true but not important" stage.
Yet evolutionary biology is important for understanding human behavior, and
not everyone knows it-in fact, those most involved in the scientific investigation
of "human nature" are generally the most unaware of its implications. We shall
iirgue that the reluctance of niany bcliaviori\l scie~itiststo appreciate or take atlvantage of the richness of the evolutionary approach is a direct consequence of a
widespread tendency to overlook a crucial link in the causal chain from evolution
to behavior: the level of evolved psychological mechanisms, functionally analyzed
as adaptations, and described as information-processing systems. This level is pivotal, because it describes the mechanisms that actually link the evolutionary
process to manifest behavior. It is these mechanisms that evolve over generations;
within any single generation it is these mechanisms that, in interaction with enviI ~ I I I I ~ C I I ~~; II I~ ~ )gc~rcri~tc
III,
I I I ; I I I ~ ~ C Sl)elr;~vior.
I
'1'11~ ci111si11
I i ~ r hl>i~twee~i
cvoI111io11
and behavior is made through the psychological ~nechanism.
Efforts that skip this step in the evolutionary analysis of behavior, as valuable as they may be in other ways, have contributed to an erroneous caricature of
the evolutionary approach to behavior as offering nothing more than post hoc conipilations of correspondences between behavior and loosely reinterpreted evolutionary theory. But a rejection of the evolutionary approach based on such an incomplete and misleading characterization of its nature and valid possibilities is
mistiike~i:As we shall discuss, the search for order in human behavior requires the
application of the emerging principles of evolutionary psychology. We shall argue
that an approach drawn from evolutionary psychology, consistently applied, can
repair many of the deficiencies that have hampered progress in the social and behavioral sciences.
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EVOLUTIONARY THEORY DOES N O T PREDICT
INVARIANCE O R OPTlMALlTY IN THE MANIFEST
BEHAVIOR O F DIFFERENT I N D I V I D U A L S
Sciences prosper when researchers discover the level of analysis appropriate for
describing and investigating their particular subject: when researchers discover the
lcvcl wlicrc inviiriancc cnicrges, the lcvcl of untlcrlying order. What is confusion,
noise, or random variation at one level resolves itself into systematic patterns upon
tlie discovery of the level of analysis suited to the phenomena under study. The
lack of success the behavioral sciences have had since their founrling has been explained either by the claim that no such science is possible (e.g., human complexity intrinsically transcends any attempt to discover fundamental patterns) or by
the view we share, that progress has been slow because scientific efforts have not
yet, for the most part, been framed using concepts and organizing principles suitable to the phenomena under study. Can such an appropriate level of inquiry be
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found for a science of human behavior? Because humans are the product of the
evolutionary process, the explanation for their characteristics must be sought in the
evolutionary process: For a science of human behavior, the level of underlying
order is to be sought in an evolutionary approach.
Using evolution as an informing concept is not enough, however. During the
formative period of modern behavioral ecology in the 1970s, many researchers
thought that evolutionary biology would revolutionize research in human bcliavior; this c~nviclio~r
spread al'ter the publication of E. 0.Wilson's Sor.iohiology
drew widespread attention to the dramatic advances that were taking place in the
application of evolution to behavior. Many thought that evolutionary theory would
reveal the level of underlying order, that the apparent variation in human behavior would resolve itself into systematic patterns, that invariant relationships would
be identified, and that a true social science would emerge. After more than a
decade, however, this is a revolution still waiting to happen.
We suggest ~ I I ; I I 111crcnsoli progluss II;IS hccn slow is 11ri11 ia tlic ruslr lo i~llllly
evolutionary insights to a science of human behavior, many researchers have niade
a conceptual "wrong turn," leaving a gap in the evolutionary approach that has
limited its effectiveness. This wrong turn has consisted of attempting to apply evolutionary theory directly to tlie level of manifest behavior, rather tlian using i~ as
a heuristic guide for the discovery of evolved psychological mechanisms, that is,
psychological adaptations.
The attempt to discover evolutionary structure directly in the behavioral level
has created a series of difficulties, of which two should serve to illustrate: (a) the
use of behaviorally uniform categories or behavioral universality as the signature
of evolution, encouraging (among other things) forced typological approaches, and
(b) using the "optimality" of manifest behavior (or the lack of it) as the measure
of the success (or failure) of the evolutionary paradigm. The belief that evolutionarily structured behavior must be invariant across individuals, or intlexible in expression, has invited a brute force, typological approach to variation in, for example, cross-cultural studies and primate behavior (e.g., humans are monogamous,
Hanuman langurs live in one-male groups, etc.). All too often, the researcher
would take the observed variation, average it, and typify the species or group by
that average (see Tooby & DeVore, 1987, for a more extensive discussion of this
problem). The variation itself is considered noise, or an embarrassment to be explained away. Those social scientists skeptical that biology had anything to offer
to an urrtlcrslantling of Iiunlan behavior woultl dwell on the extraol.dioary coinplexity of human behavior, and its enormous and engaging variety, and counterpose this richness to the clear explanatory inaderluacy of what they considered to
be naive and reductive typological characterizations. Second, it is easy to catalog
behaviors that appear absurdly nonoptimal, if the standard is fitness-maximization
under modem conditions. Many have dismissed evolutionary approaches as weak
or inapplicable to humans on the basis of this rich behavioral variation and the
prevalence of obviously maladaptive behavior. Fitness-maximization does not
seem to be the underlying logic that governs much of modern human behavior.
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If these are the grounds for dismissing evolutionary approaches, however,
they are poor ones. The theory of natural selection itself predicts that the manifest
behavior of different individuals will vary enom~ouslyunder many conditions according to principles hard to describe using behaviorally defined categories. Furthermore, it deductively implies that an individual's behavior will often appear far
from "optirnal," as, for example, when optimality is defined without respect to the
individual's social environment, or without respect to the statistical distribution of
situations to which a species has been exposed over its evolutionary history. In
fact, difficulties emerge generally whenever optimality as a standard is applied to
expressed behavior and not to the quality of the design of the mechanisms that
generate it. A few of the reasons why looking for invariants or optimality at the
behavioral level leads to difficulties are summarized by Tooby and DeVore (1987),
in their discussion of hominid behavioral evolution. They include the following:
1 . '1'11~ fitness ioterestsl of diffcrcnl inclivitittnls iIrC often in conflict; in fact,
much of modern evolutionary theory analyzes the conflicting fitness interests of
different categories of individuals (e.g., self vs. kin [Hamilton, 19641, parent vs.
offspring [Trivers, 19741, male vs. female [Trivers, 19721) or even of different subsets of the genome within a single individual (Cosmides & Tooby, 1981). An interaction between individuals (or different traits within an individual) whose fitness interests conflict cannot, in principle, produce an outcome that is optimal for
both individuals. The outcome will either be optimal for one party but not the
other, or, very commonly, the conflict will result in an outcome that is nonoptimal
for both.

2. Therefore, larger patterns of social behavior are not necessarily--or even
usually-optimal for any individual or group of individuals. Instead, they will be
the ernergcnt result of the operation of evolvetl mechanisms situated in these interacting individuals-mechanisms selected to act in ways that reflect these con'The term interests, orfitness interests is a useful, but often misleading one, because it links a
formal evolutionary concept to an implicit folk psychological concept, self-interest, without sufficiently
flagging the profound differences between the two. Self-interest tends to be used to refer to conditions
an individual desires to bring about because they reflect what he or she values, for whatever reason.
On the other hand, the concept of fitness interest defines the set of potential outcomes for a specified
set of genes in a specific organism that would maximally promote the replication of those genes. Beci1115c(lillL.rc111sulrhcls ol' genes in ;III ir~tlivitlo;ll;&re~n;~xirn;tllyrcl)lic;~lctluntlcr tlil'fcrc111coiltlilio~is,
all individual canllol have a single unified fitness "intel.cst" (see Cos~nidcs& 'li)oby, 1981). Inslcad,
only traits as defined by their genetic basis can. More signiticantly, selection acts on the basis of the
sti~~istic;~l
frequency of contlitions, so fitness "interests" on any one occasion at-e impol.tant only to the
exlcnt that 01cy rcllect a Iargc recurring class of situation!, 111;tt will corrcsl~ondi~~gly
sclcct l i ~ railnptalions to address them. An even more serious pitfall involveti in using the tern1 fitness interests is thal
ii invites tclcological rcasoniiig. Instead of viewing organisms as collections 01' nlcchanisms wllose dcsign features were selected for because under ancestral conditions they imposed behavioral outconies
that tended to correspond to fitness promotion, organisms are viewed as agents pursuing fitness as a
goal. Organisms are adaptation executors, and not fitness pursuers. For many purposes, this distinction
may not seem major, but in considering certain problems, it assumes major importance (see Tooby &
Cosmides, 1990b, for discussion).
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flicting fitness interests. Frequently, therefore, the behavior of an individual cannot be understood in isolation; its behavior will be the mutual result of adaptations
selected to promote its own interests and the counterstrategies produced by the
adaptations of others.

3. Organisms are selected to have adaptations that respond to features of
their individual situation and social circumstances, and not simply to their local
habitat ("the environment"). For example, an individual's best behavioral strategy
may depend on its size, its health, its aggressive formidability, its facility at accruing resources, or the number of sibs it can rely on for support. This means that
organisms will be selected to be facultative strategists (where appropriate) rather
than inflexibly committed to the same behavior or morphology. Consequently, individuals equipped with the same species-typical set of evolved psychological
adaptations will often manifest different behaviors in response to the different informarion they tlerivc frol~l;~ssessingfhcir own abilities, resources, i ~ n t lcirc.11111stances. Individual rlill'erences, behavioral variation, or "personality dit'l'erences"
that arise from exposing the same species-typical architecture and developmental
programs to environmental differences relate individual differences to evolved
functional design in a straightforward way. For this reason, much of the study of
behavioral variation can be recast as the study of the underlying (and usually) universal psychological adaptations that generate variation in response to circumstantial input (see Tooby & Cosmides, 1990a).2
4. For certain social and reproductive behaviors, the favored strategy will
depend on the distribution of other behaviors in the population, leading to cornplexly interactive dynamics. The prevailing analytic tool for dealing with this is
game theory and evolutionarily stable strategies (Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981; Maynard Sn~ith,1982; Maynard Smith & Price, 1973). In such situations, selection call
produce psychological mechanisms that are sensitive to information indicating the
distribution of relevant behaviors in the local population and then respond accordingly. For example, under stable frequency-dependent conditions, behavioral
strategies may be enduringly variable from individual to individual.
5. To be selected for, a trait need not be advantageous under every conceivable potential circumstance. It need only be of benefit on holrrnr*e,against the
'Those rcscarchcrs who arc interested in applying an evolutionary perspective to intlivitlu;~ldifferences call invcstig;i~cthe adaptive tlcsign of cvolvctl species-typical ~ l w c h i ~ ~ ~by
i s nseeing
~ s wl~cll~cr
tlifl'cic~~l
~l~;~nil'csl
oull>uls arc aili~l>livclyluncd lo II~circo~-rcspt)~~tling
~ I I V ~ ~ ~ I I I I I C I I I inl)ut:
;II
1)ocb ll~c
algorithm that relates input to output show evidence of complex adaptive design? On the otl~erhi~nd,
ildivitlr~oldin'crcnccs cnuscd by genetic JiSt'crcnccs hctwccn iiidivitluals llavc to bc analylctl t1ifli.rently and will generally be noise from a functional srandpoint (Tooby & Cosmides, 1990a). Methodologically, the criterion of complex, functional design tends to segregate the two components: Conlplex adaptations will tend to be species-typical, or nearly so in species with a relatively open breeding
structure, and so genetic differences will usually tend to be nonfunctional perturbations in species-typical (or at least population-typical) functional design.
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statistical distribution of conditions encountered during its evolutionary history.
This means that the frequency with which it was advantageous, scaled by the magnitude of the advantage, outweighed the frequency of disadvantage scaled by the
cost. Thus, selection for a trait or mechanism has always occurred against a background statistical distribution of ancestral environmental conditions and cannot be
understood when abstracted from this background. Nothing in the logic of selection precludes the emergence of designs that generate maladaptive choices under
a subset of conditions, and even the most perfected, "optimal" strategy may involve producing many maladaptive acts as a by-product of producing advantageous behavior.
6. Therefore, natural selection cannot be expected to produce behavioral responses that maximize fitness under every imaginable circumstance. The situational specificity of an adaptation depends on the selective history of encountering
similar situalions (for discussion see Toohy & Cosmitles, 19901)). The degree of
si~untionaladaptation manifested by individuals will be a matter of (a) how frequent in the species' evolutionary history that situation has been, (b) how long (in
phylogenetic terms) it has been recurring, and (c) how large its fitness consequences are. Organisms will be well adapted to common, important situations, reasonably adapted to common less important situations and less common highly important situations, but not adapted to uncommon, unimportant situations.

7. The recognition that adaptive specializations have been shaped by the statistical features of ancestral environments is especially important in the study of
human behavior. Our species spent over 99% of its evolutionary history as huntergatherers in Plcistocenc environments. Iiuman psychological nicchanisms should
be adapted to those environments, and not necessarily to the twentieth-century intlustriali~cdworld. The rapid technological and cultural changes of the last several
thousand years have created many situations, both important and unimportant, that
would have been uncommon (or nonexistent) in Pleistocene conditions. Evolutionary researchers ought not to be surprised when evolutionarily unprecedented
environmental inputs yield maladaptive behavior. Our ability to walk fails us hopelessly when we are chased off a cliff.
For these and other reasons, the search for scientifically analyzable order on
the lcvel o f m;lnikst behavior will lncet with very li~i~iletl
success. Certai~~
ingredients in behaviorism were, of course, a healthy and much needed antidote to attempts early in this century to base psychology on introspection and experientially
derived descriptions and phenomena. Even cognitive psychologists would have to
adniit that in an important sense, we're all behaviorists now. But using behavioral
data to test theories is not the same thing as restricting oneself to behavioral tiescriptive categories, and the marked emphasis by evolutionarily oriented researchers on behavior and behavioral categories has handicapped the integration of
evolutionary biology with modern postbehaviorist psychology. Many (though not
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all) psychologists have attempted to move ahead to describe the mechanisms responsible for behavior, whereas many (though not all) of the evolutionary community have remained focused on behavior. Trying to locate optimality in behavior (a weakness loo often indulged by the evolutionarily oriented), or trying to use
behavioral uniformity or inflexibility as particularly diagnostic of the "biological"
(a weakness often characteristic of those hostile to evolutionary approaches) are
both symptoms of a misdirected focus on behavior. These symptomatic problems
are alleviated when attention turns from behavior to the mechanisms that generate
behavior. Viewed from such a perspective, neither behavioral variation nor frequent departures from behavioral "optimality" are an embarrassment to an evolutionary perspective, but they are instead predictions of evolutionary theory, as applied to psychological mechanisms, viewed as adaptations.
When the appropriate level of analysis is found, variation becomes fuel in
the search for order: Instead of averaging out variation, one looks for systematic.
relations among the different vilrying elements. What is variable at one level In;mil'ests ortlcr-that is, ir~variance-at another. lrlsteati of lamenting the cornplex variations in human behavior, researchers can use patterns in behavioral variation positively, as clues to the nature of the psychological mechanisms that protluce
behavior. We think that the appropriate level is the analysis of psychological mechanisms, described in information-processing terms. Before turning to this, however,
we need to address the controversy concerning whether evolution optimally designs
organisms (Gould & Lewontin, 1979; Lewontin, 1978). After all, if natural selection is only a weak force, and organisms are random agglomerations of properties,
why try to gain insights through attempting to analyze their functional designs?

N O T OPTIMALITY BUT WELL-ORGANIZED DESIGN
The entire tortured debate on evolution and optimality founders on a central indeterminacy in its formulation that renders the controversy more of a distraction than
an addition to our understanding of the utility of evolutionary approaches (see the
papers in Duprd, 1987; Lewontin, 1978; Maynard Smith, 1978). The problem is
that optirnality is an undefined term unless all of the constraints on the problem to
be solved are defined in advance. Is a given wing the best possible design for the
new McDonnell-Douglas commuter jet, representing an optimal trade-off of all of
the design rcquiremcnls? That tlcpcntls on wlii~tone consitlzrs lo he possible, and
what the design requirements are: How much money can be spent on the manufacturing phase? What materials are available to be used? Can the rest of the fuselage be modified as well, or are only the wings allowed to vary'? What is the maximum load the plane has to carry, and the average load? How turbulent are the
weather conditions i t slioultl be designed to withstand? Wh;ir are the tenlperature
conditions'? Is passenger comfort a factor? And so on. Biological problems are almost always far too complex for every constraint on the possible to be identified
and for evely design requirement to be determined, which prevents optimality from

having any determinable meaning. To pick only one issue, no biologist ever has a
complete historical record of the statistical properties of the range of environments
a species evolved in: How then could one tell if the resulting design was optimally
engineered for that range of environments?
Instead, of course, most evolutionary biologists tend to use the term oprimality for far more modest purposes. Biologists have understood for the better part
of a century that the evolutionary process includes random or function-blind elements such as mutation, drift, environmental change, developmental constraints,
linkage, and so on, that act to reduce the match between evolved design and adaptive requirements. Despite these processes, organisms nevertheless display a high
degree of complex functional organization, and biologists need a way to describe
and investigate it. The sole known scientific explanation for this complex organic
functionality is, of course, natural selection, which is the only component of the
evolutionary process that is not blind to function. Selection constructs adaptations
through a relentless hill-climbing process driven by the positive feedback of better replicating design features (Dawkins, 1986; sce also Pinker & Bloom, 1990, for
an excellent discussion of these issues; and Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b).
If one is to understand the functional dimension of organisms, one needs a
way of referring to the solution of adaptive problems, however well or poorly
grasped they may be by biologists in any specific case. Where adaptive problems
can be modeled to some reasonable approximation and some of the most significant constraints identified, o p t i m a l i ~is simply the name used to refer to the privileged part of the state space where one would expect the hill-climbing process to
end up given static conditions and enough time. It allows the researcher to interpret organic structure in the light of functional analysis. Given that researchers
have defined a specific problem, and identified a specific set of constraints as the
only ones that will be considered in the analysis, then they can report how near or
fiir the design of the organism happens to be from what their model identifies as
opti~nal.'l'lle hotly contested queslion, 1low close to or h r horn optiinality are organisms in general? is not only unknowable in practice, but in fact meaningless,
because there is no privileged class of defined constraints and factors that could
be applied to such an analysis.
Thus, one cannot meaningfully ask how close or far from perfection an organism's design is because there is no unique and logically coherent standard of
perfection. But the question can be rephrased so that one asks, instead, How improbably functional is an adaptation in solving an adaptive problem? This question is answerable because although there is no unique and privileged standard of
perfection, there are identifiable and usable standards for the other end of the
scale, lack of perfection, or lack of functionality. Chance conditions unshaped by
functionally organizing forces can be used as the entropic floor, so to speak, and
this benchmark allows the biologist to recognize adaptations by virtue of how far
biological organization departs from chance in the direction of incorporating features that contribute to the solution of known adaptive problems. Given a definition of an adaptive problem (e.g., vision, resistance to infection, providing nour-

ishment to offspring, predator evasion), functionality can be gauged by how
improbably far from chance or some known prior condition an organ, mechanism,
or adaptation goes toward manifesting functional properties (e.g., how much better is the eye for vision than is undifferentiated fetal tissue). By these criteria,
many biological structures appear to be extremely well designed: The vertebrate
eye or immune system may not be perfect (whatever that could mean), but they
each involve sets of intricately coordinated elements that bring about otherwise
improbable functionally exacting outcomes. Because this correspondence between
evolved structures and functional requirements is astronomically unlikely to have
come about by chance, we can confidently conclude that these functional systems
were constructed by selection, the only evolutionary force not blind to function.
Complex adaptations can be identified by the improbable degree of functional organization they show for solving an adaptive problem (Dawkins, 1986; Thornhill,
1991; Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b; Williams, 1966, 1985; see also Pinker & Bloom,
1990).
By using in~probabilityof functional design as a standard rather than optimality, one can assess how widespread functional design is. For example, if designs are no better than chance, then chance rearrangements of their components
will be as good as their present arrangements. Even on a simple biochemical level,
of course, this is absurd. If one runs through the long list of complex organic molecules used in mammalian physiology, such as myoglobin, hemoglobin, ATP, RNA,
DNA, serotonin, cysteine, and so on, and did the experiment of transmuting any
one of these chemicals throughout the body into water, a nontoxic substance, the
result would be devastating, and in most cases the organism would die. A number
of other tests against random reorganization of components (in the brain, in physiology, in metabolic pathways, and so on) can be considered, all showing a marked
interdependence of elements, combining to produce improbably good solutions to
adaptive problems. The philosophically minded may wish to debate whether st~cll
a state of affairs represents perfection, or whether steel tubing might not be better
than capillaries, but mammalian physiology and biochemistry inarguably reflect a
well-coordinated functional design, whose parts fit together in an exceedingly intricate and exceedingly improbable mesh to bring about functional outcomes. To
ignore the functional organization in organic structures is to miss the most important thing about them, and the primary thing that makes them intelligible.
So, instead of looking at the behavioral level, and trying to analyze whether
it is optimal (fitness-maximizing, rational, or whatever), we suggest that researchers might more productively attempt to discover and map the structure of
the psychological mechanisms that generate behavior. Where functional analysis is
relevant and helpful in this enlerprise (and we think it is olien indispensable), the
standard that should be used is the standard of improbably good design (based on
the consequences of a mechanism's design features in conditions that resemble the
species' environment of evolutionary adaptedness), rather than on the vague or indeterminate standard of optimality or perfection. Of course, assessing good design
depends on carefully defining adaptive problems, an issue we will deal with later
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in the chapter, after discussing the relationship between behavior, mechanisms, and
evolution.

FROM EVOLUTION TO PSYCHOLOGICAL
DESIGN TO BEHAVIOR
To speak of natural selection as sclecting for "behaviors" is a convenient sho11-

hand, but it is misleading usage (for discussion, see Symons, 1989, 1992). The
error is worth belaboring, because the failure to appreciate it has delayed the fruitful application of evolutionary theory to human behavior by years. When used too
casually, this shorthand misleads because it obscures the most important level of
proximate causation: the psychological mechanism.
Natural selection cannot select for behavior per se; it can only select for
genes that guide developmental programs to construct mechanisms that produce
I)cllavior. 'I'l~creis notliing special about bcllavior in this regard; the sallle can be
said, for example, of digestion. Natural selection can only spread rearrangements
of patterns in molecules of DNA; these rearrangements have effects, and it is because they have these effects that they are selected for or not. Through this chain,
natural selection gives us teeth, salivary amylase, a peristaltic esophagus, an acidfilled stomach, an absorptive colon: mechanisms that produce digestion. The operation of these mechanisms causes certain molecules to be extracted from plant
and animal tissues and incorporated into our own tissues: an effect that we call digestion. Natural selection gives us food-processing machinery, and the operation
of this machinery results in digestion, which is an effect of the functioning of
mechanisms.
Behavior, like digestion, is an effect of the functioning of mechanisms. Natural selection can give you a reflex arc, and the functioning of this arc causes an
cl'fcct: Your leg swings when your knee is tapped. But this effect cannot occur in
the absence of a mechanism for producing it, Behavior cannot occur sui generis;
behavior is an effect produced by a causal system: proximately, by psychological
mechanisms. Although researchers would acknowledge these points as patently obvious, in practice, many simply methodologically leapfrog this level, with many
unfortunate consequences.
One of the resulting confusions has to do with the nature of selection and its
rcli~tionshiplo behavior in a given situation. Scleclion cannot tlirectly "sce" iln individual organism in a specific situation and cause behavior to be adaptively tailored to the functional requirements imposed by the situation. Selection is a statistical process acting across generations, which "evaluates" the aggregate
performance of alternative designs over the long run. This performance evaluation
not only sums up design performance over the thousands of particular situations
encountered by an individual over an individual lifetime, but indeed the trillions
of situations encountered by millions of individuals over many generations. Because single events cannot cause designs to spread throughout the species, and be-
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cause selection cannot anticipate unique events that an organism will encounter in
the future, there are no adaptations specialized for single instances. Consequently,
there is no way for behavior to be made specifically fitness-maximizing for each
individual situation the organism encounters. More generally, design properties
that are too particular in the conditions they address, and hence improve performance only in very rarely encountered situations, will be selected for only
weakly--or not at all, if the frequency of their benefit does not offset their metabolic cost. Equally, the more common a particular type of situation, the more such
situations will select for adaptations specialized to address them. Thus, the accumulating design of organisms over evolutionary time encounters individual events
as instances of large recurrent classes: Individual events are in effect lumped into
classes large enough to make it "worthwhile" to build situationally specific adaptations to deal with them. Because natural selection shapes mechanisms, and
mechanisms in turn generate behavior, individual situations are treated by mechanisms only as i~rstanccsoL' cvolution;rrily recurrent clirsscs.
'I'hus, an adaptation is more than a mere collection of phenotypic properties,
which, in a particular individual on a particular occasion, happen to have the effect of enhancing reproduction-winni~~g the lottery, wearing parkas in Alaska,
and irrigating fields are not adaptations. An adaptation must be a recurrent design
that reappears across generations and across individuals (caused by the developmental interaction between stable features of the world and the relevant set of
genes). For selection (as opposed to chance) to have manufactured a structure, the
evolved design must have had repeated encounters with recurrent properties of the
world. Those encounters constitute the history of selection for that design. If characteristics emerge uniquely every generation, or haphazardly from individual to individual, then selection cannot organize them.
This means that the phenotype of an intlividual organism must be carefully
distinguished from the tlcsign of the phenotype. Natural seleclion manul'actures design, defined as those properties that are stable across all individuals of the same
genotype. As Williams says, "the central biological problem is not survival as
such, but design for survival" (Williams, 1966, p. 159). The individual phenotype
manifests innumerable transient properties, which disappear with the death of the
phenotype or change idiosyncratically over the life span. Although some of these
transient properties may promote reproduction, they are chance-produced beneficial effects, not adaptations (Williams, 1966). An important confi~sion(common in
llle evolutionary con~nlu~lily)
is the lirilure to tlistirrguisll hctwee~~
tl-ansic111properties, which cannot be adaptations, and design properties, which can (Symgns,
1989, 1992; Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b).
Thus, to understand the role of selection in behavior, one needs a description of the cross-generationally stable design of the phenotype: It is this that (potentially) has a functional explanation; i t is this set of adaptations or mechanisnls
that brings about a correspondence between the adaptive demands of a situation
and the functional patterns in behavior. The task of describing phenotypic design
involves the process of redescribing the phenotypically variable and the transitory

in terms of the recurrent and the stable. This process of description is key: By
choosing the wrong categories, everything about the organism can seem variable
and transitory, to the extent that plasticify or behavioral variahilify can be seen as
the single dominant property of an organism. By choosing the right categoriesadaptationist categories-an immensely intricate species-typical architecture appears, with some limited additional layers of frequency-dependent or populationspecific design as well. Discovering the underlying recurrent characteristics that
generate the surface phenotypic variability is essential to the discovery of adaptations. To recover adaptive design out of behavioral or morphological observations,
one needs to determine what is variable and what is invariant across individuals:
Only the recurrent is a candidate adaptation. Adaptations may be variable in expression but must be uniform in design (Tooby & Cosmides, 1990a, 1990b). Because (holding genotype constant) behavior and physiology often do vary, underlying design will often have to be described in terms of conditional rules such as
tlcvclopnlcntal programs or decision-making mechanisms. Wc have argued elsewhere lor the importance of distinguishing adaptive design froin its phenotypic expression (Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b). This is simply the equivalent in biological
terms of distinguishing the mechanisms regulating behavior from behavior itself
(Cosmides & Tooby, 1987; Tooby & Cosmides, 1989a).
By bypassing the level of mechanisms and focusing on behavior, one can
easily lose sight of the distinction between the transient or variable and the recurring and stable. This has led to a research tradition of attempting to explain behavior in individual situations as tailored fitness-maximizing responses to the
unique nature of each situation (e.g., How is Susan increasing her fitness by salting her eggs? Rather than: What is the nature of human salt preference mechanisms and how did they mesh with the physiological requirements for salt and the
opportunities to procure salt in the Pleistocene?). Ironically, by focusing on behavior and not sifting for the stable features of the phenotype, many evolutionarily oriented researchers have thrown away one of the tools necessary to recognizing adaptations (Symons, 1989, 1992; Tmby & Cosmides, 1990b).
The motivation to finesse the level of mechanisms and move directly from
evolution to behavior has two sources. The first is the rapid growth, over the last
several decades, in the sophistication and power of modem evolutionary theory,
especially in implications for behavior (Dawkins, 1976, 1982; Hamilton, 1964;
Krebs & Davies, 1984; Maynard Smith, 1982; Trivers, 1972; Williams, 1966; Wilson, 1975). For many in the evolutionary community, the atlvances in evolutionary theory were so intoxicating and looked so powerful that it seemed as if the
study of proximate mechanisms was unnecessary to build a science of behavior,
a~itlthat their study could be postponed to some future date, as a kind of clotting
of i's and crossing of t's.
Second, ~llewitlespread desire to avoicl being entnnglcd in the proximate
level sterns, in many cases, from the belief that the exploration of mechanisms
means the exploration of the neurophysiological bases of behavior, a task that is
genuinely thorny and arduous. Also, to be fair, at the present state of knowledge,

neuroscience seems limited to exploring only relatively simple kinds of behaviors,
offering no purchase on many issues of interest, such as-to take a thoroughly random sample of topics interesting to behavioral ecologists-mate choice, reciprocation, assistance toward relatives, communication, inbreeding avoidance, smallgroup dynamics, habitat selection, foraging, and so on. Both of these reasons are
misguided, however; evolutionary theory cannot be turned into a theory of psychology without building nlotlels of the adaptations (i.e., the proximate mechanisms) involved, and building models of proximate mechanisms need not always
involve neurophysiological descriptions. There exists an alternative approach to
the study of psychological mechanisms that can be pursued without waiting
decades for the requisite advances in neuroscience. This is the cognitive analysis
of psychological mechanisms, and it serves, among other things, to bridge the gap
between neuroscience and evolutionary biology.

LEVELS OF EXPLANATION: EVOLUTIONARY,
COGNITIVE, AND NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL

Evolutionary psychology relates evolutionary explanations in terms of adaptive
function to psychological explanations in terms of proximate mechanisms (see,
e.g., Buss, 1987, 1989; Cosmides, 1989; Cosmides & Tooby, 1987, 1989; Crawford, Smith, & Krebs, 1987; Daly & Wilson, 1981, 1988; Erickson & Zenone,
1976; Galef; 1990; Gallistel, 1990; Rozin 6i Schull, 1988; Shepard, 1984, 1987;
Sherry & Schacter, 1987; Staddon, 1988; Symons, 1979, 1987, 1992; Tooby, 1985;
Tooby & Cosmides, 1989a, 1990a, 1990b; and many others). The correct characterization of adaptive strategies gives precise meaning to the concept of functioil
for proximate mechanisms. Reciprocally, a detailed analysis of the proximale
mechanisnis of a species gives rich insight into the past selective pressures thac
have acted to create and organize them. Psychological mechanisms constitute the
missing causal link between evolutionary theory and behavior. Evolutionary theory frequently appears to lack predictive and explanatory value because many researchers skip this crucial predictive and explanatory level. Yet it is the proximate
mechanisms that cause behavior that promise to reveal the level of underlying
order for a science of behavior.
The psychology of an organism consists of the total set of proxiinate mechiulisnl~Illill cause hehaviol: Nalur~l selec~ion, acting over evolutiooary I ~ I I I ~ ,
shapes these mechanisms so that the behavior of the organism correlates to some
degree with its filness. In the lifetime of any particular animal, however, it is the
I X ~ X ~ I I ~ ~ncclia~~is~ns
~IIC
Il1i1t actually cause bcllavior-IIOI ~ialuralsclcctioii. If tllesr
proxiinale mechanisms can be uoderslood, behavior can be predicted more ex;~ctly;
ti~ltlcr~~i~i~tliogg
tile fil~~css-pro~no~ing
strslcgics sludietl by ~volutioni~ry
theorisis al.
lows only approximate prediction. Behavior correlates exactly with proximate
mechanisms, but only approximately with the fitness-promoting strategies that
shaped those mechanisms. But in what descriptive language should proximale

mechanisms be described? Although the description of behavior in terms of adaptive strategies plays an important role in evolutionary theory and modeling (see,
e.g., Maynard Smith, 1982), it cannot be used for describing proximate mechanisms: Other than a few impoverished terms such as facultative and obligate, it
lacks a vocabulary and method for linking the results of evolutionary modeling to
~xoximatcmcchanisilis.
I'sychologicnl mechanisn~s,themselves, can be stutlied on different tiescriplive and explanatory Icvcls. Most cvolu~iooarily i~ifor~llcd
studies of ~)roxir~lalc
mechanisms have described psychological mechanisms in terms of their physiological or neurophysiological underpinnings, finding, for example, that birth spacing is mediated by lactation, which generates prolactin that suppresses ovulation;
that testosterone levels change with shifts in dominance, thereby affecting agonistic behavior; or that vision is subserved by an array of retinotopic maps. Neurophysiological descriptions are certainly a valid and important descriptive level, and
110 nccouiit of proxi~ila~c
nicchanisms can be consitlcrcd complete unlil the ncnrophysiological dimension has been worked out.
But adaptationist approaches, so far, have made only limited contributions to
the investigation of neurophysiology (Tooby & Cosmides, 1989b), and vice versa.
This is because, in many cases, the descriptive languages that are convenient for
describing evolutionary processes and their consequences and the descriptive languages that are convenient for neuroscientists are too far apart to be intelligibly
rclatctl. More importilnt, ur~lcssyou know lhat a pnrticular inli)rinntion-processing
systcill cxisls and what its functio~ris, il is very difficult to discover ils physiological underpinnings. Likewise, it is difficult to discover a mechanism simply by
trying to piece together the welter of neuroscientific results. Who would look for
the neurophysiological mechanisms responsible for vision unless they first knew
that the eyes existed and that their function is to gather information from light
striking the retina? Until rcsciirchcrs have ;in inventory of tl~cfunctions of the
human mind-that
is, the collection of information-proccssirlg tasks the brain
evolved to solve-neuroscientific approaches will be limited to an unguided empiricism that gropes its way among a forest of incredibly complex phenomena,
without any way of knowing how to group results so that larger scale functional
systems can be recognized.
Although presently very valuable (and ultimately indispensable), neurophysiological studies by themselves do not usually address a crucial firnctional level of
cxplann~ion,;I Icvcl that dcscril~cswIi;r~ii I I ~ ~ ( . ~ ~ ; I I I~~ ISoI ~I Is r;rIIrcr
.
III;III how it (10~s
it. As a result, both neuroscientists and evolutionarily oriented researchers into
human hchnvior cnn profit by ;~ddressingthe central level of proximate cniisation,
ncc~ictito tic thc other Icvels togctllcr: thc cognitive Ic\;cl, all;i\y~c'~i
i l l ;\(1;1111;\tionist tenils. The investigation of adaptations, described as inionnation-processing systems, will prove illuminating to both evolutionary biology and neuroscience. Moreover, both groups seem to be converging from different directions on
this level-witness, for example, the growth of cognitive neuroscience as well as
of mechanism-oriented behavioral ecology and evolutionary psychology. We will

argue that the cognitive level provides the previously missing common ground and
conceptual tools necessary to forge richly informative relations between evolutionary biology and psychology, and then between an evolutionarily informed psychology and neuroscience.
The cognitive level is, of course, the characterization of psychological mechirnisms in tcrins of their inlbmlation-processing slructure. This approach dovetails
sn~oolhlywith evolulion, because in the atlirptive regulation of beliavior, inli~r-n~ation is key. Hcllavior is not ra~ldorlllyemitted; it is elicited by information, wllicl~
is gleaned from the organism's external environment, and, proprioceptively, from
its internal states. Natural selection provided animals with information-processing
machinery to produce behavior, just as it gave them food-processing machinery to
produce digestion. This machinery selects-and frequently seeks-particular information from the environment; it manipulates such information according to
structured procedures, extracts inferences from it, and stores some of it in memory ill allcrcd li)rrn; (lie ~~~acl~iriery's
outpul is used to r~lakcnler~talrnodcls, to inform other parts of the system, and to instruct the motor neurons responsible for
behaviol: Thus, behavior is one output of our inforination-processing machinery.
Empirically, information-processing mechanisms can be explored because behavioral output differs with informational input; the information-processing machinery that maps informational input onto behavioral output is a psychological mechanism. In cognitive psychology, the term mirrd refers to an information-processing
clcscription of tllc operatio11of Ihc brain-a tlcscriplion that, among other ~ h i ~ l g s ,
riiaps ii~lOr-~nalional
input onlo bcl~avioraloutput (Block, 1980; Fodor, 1981).
For these reasons, we suggest that the central organizing fact for psychology
is that the evolutionary funcfiotz offhe brain is to process informatio)~in nloys rhur
Icutl to uclul>tivehehuvior: All adaptive behavior is predicated on adaptive thought:
An animal must process infomlation from its environment in ways that lead to fit
hch;iviors wllilc cxclutlii~gunlil hcllaviors. Accortli~~gly,
chariictcrizing proxinlatc
~nechanisnrsin terms of their inlbrmation-processirlg structure is not an arbi~rary
choice, but rather the most natural and appropriate course for psychologists to
take. An information-processing framework provides a descriptive language excellently suited to capture the evolved design of proximate mechanisms. The cognitive level of explanation describes psychological mechanisms in functional terms,
as programs that process information.
Traditionally, ethologists have-in
effect-studied
very simple cognitive
progralrls: A 11cw11oi-11
Ilcrriirg gull Ilas a cogiiitivc pn1gr;i111tI1;rt dcl'iilcs a rctl clot
on the end of a beak as salient infomiation fronl the environment. and that causes
Ilic ilr'\vhorn to peck at the red dot upon perceiving it. Its nlot1ir.r h;is ;i c.ogr~iti\c~
1)rogr;r1ilt1l;it ~lciiucspecking ;it 11cr reti L ~ L I I;is s3licilt i i l f c > r i ~ ~ir~1rl1
~ i t i ~Ilcr
~ ~cnvl.
ronelalt, and that causes her to regurgitate food into the newborn's mouth hen
she perceives its pecks.
Note that the descriptions of these simple programs are entirely in terms of
the functional relationships among different pieces of information; they describe
lwo simple information-processing systems. Naturally, these programs are instan-

tiated in neurological machinery, and it will be informative to work out eventually
what the neural substrate is. But knowledge of how such programs are implemented physically is separate from an understanding of these programs as information-processing systems. Each is a separate kind of knowledge describing different features of the situation (see, for example, Block, 1980 or Fodor, 1981, for
more discussion of the nature of cognitive explanations). Presumably, one could
build a silicon-based robot that would produce the same behavioral output in response to the same informational input as the herring gull's do. The robot's cognitive programs would maintain the same functional relationships among pieces of
information and therefore be identical (on an information-processing level) to the
cognitive programs of the hemng gull. The robot's "neural" hardware, however,
would be totally different. The specification of a cognitive program constitutes a
con~pletedescription of an important level of proximate causation, independent of
any knowledge of the physiological mechanisms by which the program is instanliatcd. 'l'llrough informatioil-processing tlescriptions of the struc1ul.e of mechanis~ns
one can develop an understanding of the workings of the mind on a functional
level; in subsequent research, this can be tied to a complementary description of
how such mechanisms are neurobiologically implen~ented(see Pylyshyn, 1984,
and Marr, 1982, for a discussion of functional versus neurobiological levels of description; see also Cosmides, Tooby, & Barkow, 1992, for their relationship to
other kinds of description).
When upplied to behuvior, the theory of nrrturul selec.tion is more c,losely ull i ~ r nit11
l
tlie cugnitive level of'explunution thrrlr with uny other level oj'proxinrute
c.uusution. This is because the cogttitive level seeks to specijj a psychological
nlechunisnz's fitnction, and the theory of natural selection is a tlteoly about function. The theory of natural selection specifies how an organism should respond to

different kinds of information from its environment. It defines adaptive information-processing problems that the organism must have some means of solving.
Cognitive programs are solutions to information-processing problems.
An evolutionary explanation for behavior or structure explains why a behavior pattern or structure was selected for (that is, why it was functional) or, in
the absence of a selectionist explanation, how it otherwise evolved. An evolutionary approach to understanding the cognitive level of proximate causation asks,
What kind of programming must an organism have if it is to extract and process
information aboul its environment in a way that will lead to atlaplive behavior?
Ilow tlocs llic orgirrlism use i~ifor~ni~lio~i
fro111its environ~ncntlo co~npulewll;~l
constitutes the "right" behavior at the right place and the right time (Staddon,
1987)? A cognitive explanation provides an information-processing description of
how the proximate mechanisms involved operate. And a neurophysiological explanation provides a description of how the cognitive mechanism or computational
design is physically implemented in the organism. Each level illuminates different
issues, offers and requires distinct arrays of tools for research, and has its unique
set of relationships and links to the other levels. We think each level is indispensable and emphasize the cognitive level and its links to the evolutionary level pri-

marily because these relationships are, for too many research communities, a missing link on the path from evolution to behavior. Disregarding this level has proved
crippling to many research efforts.
To understand these arguments it is important to keep clearly in mind what
we mean by the cognitive or information processing level. Like all words, cognitive is used to mean many different things. For example, many psychologists use
it in a narrow sense, to distinguish it as a kind of mental process distinct from others such as enlotion or n~otivution-that is, as something that corresponds more or
less to the folk concept of thinking while in a calm frame of mind. Many also associate it with so-called "higher" tasks, such as chess playing, mathematics, puzzle solving, and so on (of course, these were absent from our evolutionary history,
and hence our ability to do them is an accidental by-product of evolved capacities). This characterization also builds on stereotypes; many cognitive psychologists study just these things: difficult, artificial tasks requiring deliberation and the
application of culturally elaborated skills.
We are using the word cognitive in a completely unrelated sense, not as referring to any specific type of mental process, but rather as referring to a level of
analysis and a descriptive language that can be applied to every psychological or
indeed developmental process. Thus, one can have cognitive models of every aspect of an emotion (including associated physiological changes), of the regulation
of breathing, or even of the development of calluses on hands (e.g., information
derived from processes in the epidermal layer is procedurally evaluated to regulate whether growth rates should be increased and stabilized at a new thickness).
Thus, cognitive in this usage is not a description of a type of process, but a method
by which any regulatory process may be described-that is, in terms of functional
relationships among units of information or contingent events. (One could even
phrase it more abslractly: I1 is an explicit model of how a complexly conlingent
causal system interacts with a complexly conlingent environment to produce predictable outcomes where both system and environment can temporally change.)
Just as mathematics is an indispensable language for describing certain scienlific
models, procedural languages (of, for example, the kind used in computer programming) are precise descriptive languages for capturing how complex systems
functionally interact with complex environments. Moreover, for reasons we will
discuss, not only is this level of description methodologically convenient, but it allows [he researcher 10 express in what is arguably the most appropriale i111i1irccuwlc tcnns Illc r'clalio~~sl~il)
I)ctwcc~ir~aluralsclcctio~iand lhe desigo 01' psycllolvgical mechanisms.

EVOLUTION, FUNCTION,
AND THE COGNITIVE LEVEL
It is nearly impossible to discover how a psychological mechanism processes information unless one knows what its function is, what it was "designed" or se-

lected to do. Trying to map out a cognitive program without knowing its function
is lihc attempting to understand a computer program by examining it in machine
language, without knowing whether it is for editing text, reco~lstructingthree-dimensional images of the body from magnetic resonance data, or launching a space
shuttle. I t is perhaps conceivable that an inspired programmer may finally figure
it out, but not probable, given that the programlner would not know what parts of
the world its elements corresponded to, what was being regulated, what constituted successful or failing outcomes, and so on. If, on the other hand, the programmer knows that the program she is trying to map out is a text editor, she can
begin by looking for a way of loading text, or for a command that will delete a
word, or for a procedure that will move a whole paragraph. It is far easier to open
up a black box and understand its architecture if one knows what it was designed
to do.
Recognizing this, a number of cognitive scientists, such as Chomsky, Shep;1r(1,I:otlor, ant1 M;~rr,h;rvc irrgucd that the best way to underst;und any mechanism,
either niental or physical, is to first ask what its purpose is, what problem it was
designed to solve (e.g., Chomsky, 1975; Fodor, 1983; Marr & Nishihara, 1978;
Shepard, 1981).
This is exactly the question that evolutionary theory allows one to address.
I t allows one to pinpoint the kinds of problenls the human mind was "designed"
(that is, selected) to solve and consequently should be very good at solving. And
although it cannot tell one the exact structure of the cognitive programs that
solve these problems, it can suggest what design features they are likely to have.
It allows one to develop a computational theory for that problem domain: a theory specifying the problem and therefore what functional characteristics a mechanism capable of solving that problem must have (Marr, 1982; Marr & Nishihara,
1978).
Many cognitive psychologists assume that the human mind is a general-purpose computer with domain-general, content-independent processes (Cosmides,
1989). From an evolutionary point of view,'this is a highly implausible and unparsimonious assumption, and, in fact, one logically impossible to sustain. For virtually any vertebrate species (at least), there are domains of activity for which the
evolutionarily appropriate information-processing strategy is complex, and deviations from this strategy result in large fitness costs. An organism that relied on the
vagaries of, for example, trial-and-error learning for such tlorl~ainswould be at a
scvcl.c selcctivc disatlva~~tagc
(see ;~lsoSl~cl);~itl,
I08 I). '1'11~ 111ol.egcrlcl.;ll i ~ i ~contl
tent-independent the process, the more alternatives there are to compute, and combinatorial explosion fatally cripples such sysicms (Cosmides, 1989; Cosmides &
Tooby, 1987; Tooby & Cosnlides, 1989a, 190Ob).
Instead, for such domains, animal species should have evolved Darwinian
crlgot.i~hnr.~-specialized n~echanisms that organize experience into adaptively
meaningful schemas or frames (Cosmides, 1985, 1989; Cosmides & Tooby, 1987).
When activated by appropriate environmental or proprioceptive information, these
innately specified "frame-builders" should focus attention, organize perception and

memory, and call up specialized procedural knowledge that will lead to domain
appropriilte inferences, judgments, and choices. Like Chon~sky'slanguage acquisi
tion device, these inference procedures allow the organism to "go beyond the in
formation given" in experience-to
behave adaptively even in the face a
incomplete or tlegraded information (Bruner, 1973). Such mechanisms conbtitu~l
phylogenetically supplied structure designed to supply what is absent from the in
formation available through experience, so that the two in concert can acconmpl~sl
what either alone could not: the adaptive regulation of behavior.
What we call Darwinian algorithms have been called (sometimes with re
lated but somewhat distinct meanings) adaptive specializations by Rozin (1976)
modules by Fodor (1983), cognitive competences or mental organs by Chomsk:
(1975), or, more generally, psychological or cognitive adaptations. In our vie^
such evolved mechanisms have two defining characteristics: ( I ) They are (usu
ally) most usefully described on the cognitive level of proximate causation, an(
( 2 ) tllcy ;Ire cvolvctl i ~ t l ; \ p l i ~ t iWe
~ i ~havc
~ . used thc tcrin I)trt.r~~irritur
tr/,yor-i~li~~
when addressing certain research communities because it emphasizes both char
acteristics.
There are many domains of human and nonhuman activity that should havc
Darwinian algorithms associated with them. Aggressive threat, mate choice, sex
ual behavior, parenting, parent-ffspring conflict, friendship, kinship, resource ac
crual, resource distribution, disease avoidance, predator avoidance, and social ex
change are but a few. The dynamics of natural selection shape the patterns ol
behavior that can evolve in such domains and therefore provide insights into the
structure of the cognitive programs that produce these patterns.

COMPLEX ADAPTIVE PROBLEMS SHOULD BE
DEFINED IN COMPUTATIONAL THEORIES
The signal lesson lurking beneath the surface of modem evolutionary biology is
that adaptive behavior requires the solution of many information-processing problems that are highly complex-far more complex than is commonly supposed. The
cognitive programs that allow the newborn herring gull to gain sustenance from
its mother are relatively simple: They directly connect Ihe perception of an environincntal cue wit11 an atl;rl)tivcly approprii~tekhavior;ll resl)orlse.
1 1 o t ;ill
i10i1l)ti~c
~)i.ol)lc~~ls
;II.C so c;lsily solvctl, ;111tl I I I ~ I I I Ycoi~il)IexaiI;~l)tivc~ ) r o l ) l c icilrl
~~s
be solved only by complex cognitive programs.
1)iscovcring the siruciure of con~plcxcognitive progranls rctluircs ;I grctt
tleal of tl~eoreticalguidance. A series of hunt-and-peck experiments inay uncover
a few simple cognitive programs, but it is unlikely that a research program that is
blind to function will ever uncover the structure of a complex infonnation-processing system, such as the human mind--or even an insect mind. Simple comhinatorial explosion assures this result. If you analogize the structure of a psychological mechanism to a computer program, or try to write a computer program that

duplicates what a psychological mechanism does, one will rapidly discover that it
takes a large number of programming instructions to accomplish what even a simple psychological mechanism does. Complex psychological mechanisms might be
likened to computer programs with thousands or even hundreds of thousands of
lines of code. If the researcher has nothing to assist her aside from a pure faith in
empiricism, the sheer number of alternative possibilities will almost always defeat
the discovery of the architecture of the more complex psychological mechanisms.
Without some valid expectations about what is to be found guiding the design of
experiments and the strategy of investigation, psychological research will fail to
capture or even to detect the complex psychological mechanisms responsible for
regulating many rich domains of behavior. Thus, it has been no accident that the
more theory-agnostic empirical research programs have tended to defend the position that all psychological phenomena can be explained by invoking a few, simple, general principles. Because of their research strategy, they could not have disc O V ~ I . C ( I1110re.
So, if theoretical guidance is necessary for a successful research program,
what form should it take? In his pioneering studies of visual perception, David
Marr argued that computationul theories of each information-processing problem
must be developed before progress can be made in experimentally investigating
the cognitive programs that solve them (e.g., Marr, 1982; Marr & Nishihara,
1978). A computational theory is a task analysis; it specifies the nature of an information-processing problem. It does this by incorporating "constraints on the
way the world is structured-constraint~ that provide sufficient information to
allow the processing to succeed" (Marr & Nishihara, 1978, p. 41). A computational
theory is an answer to the question, What must happen if a particular function is
to be accomplished?
Far example, the information-processing problem that Marr wanted to untlcrstand was how an organism reconstructs three-dimensional objects in the world
from a two-dimensional retinal display. As you walk around a table with a square
top, for example, light reflected from the tablktop hits your retina, projecting upon
it a two-dimensional trapezoid of changing dimensions. Yet you do not perceive
an ever-deforming, two-dimensional trapezoid. Instead, your cognitive programs
use these data to construct a "percept" of a stable, three-dimensional, square tabletop.
To understand how we compute solid objects from data like these, Marr and
his colleagues first exainincd relevant constrainls and relalionsl~ipsthal exist ill thc
world, like the reflectant properties of surfaces. They considered the discovery of
such constraints the "critical act" in formulating a theory of this computation, because these constraints must somehow be used by and embodied in any cognitive
mechanism capable of solving this problem (Man; 1982; Marr & Nishihara, 1978).
Marr called the specification of such constraints, together with their deductive implications, a computational theory of an infonnation-processing problem.
Natural selection, in a particular ecological situation, defines and constitutes
"valid constraints on the way the world is structured," and therefore can be used

to create computational theories of adaptive information-processing problenls
Such constraints can be drawn from the structure of selection pressures, from the
statistical structure of ancestral environments, or from their combination. For example, cognitive programs that are designed to regulate the disposition of benefits
on kin will be selected to conform to the [cost to self in terms of forgone reproduction < (benefit to kin member in terms of enhanced reproduction) weighted by
(the probability of sharing a gene at a random locus identical by descent with 11ic
kin meinber)l constraint of kin selection theory (Hamilton, 1964). The more a cognitive program violates this constraint, the more it is selected against. Equally, the
more closely a cognitive program instantiates this constraint, the more strongly it
will be selected for. This constraint is inherent in the dynamics of natural selection, and thus should apply to any species from any habitat at any time during evolutionary history. For various reasons, members of a species may be precluded
from conferring benefits on their relatives, but if they regularly do, then unders~i~ntling
Illis consll.ainl will Ilclp to tliscover tllc strtlclure of the cog~iilivuprograms responsible.
The production of behavior that respects constraints imposed by the evolutionary process is a cognitive program's aduptivefunction-that is, it was the reason it was selected for. In other words, the production of behavior that more
closely conforms to favored adaptive strategies is the criterion by which alternative designs for cognitive programs are filtered, so that the program (out of the alternatives that appear) that most closely implements these design requirements
is the one that most often spreads through the population to become a speciestypical trait.
The specification of constraints imposed by the evolutionary process-the
specification of an adaptive function--does not, in itself, constitute a complete
computational theory. These conslraints merely define what counts as adaptive behavior. Cogni~ivcprograms arc lie rneans by which behavior-adaptive or otherwise-is produced. The important question for a computational theory to address
is: What kind of cognitive programs must an organism have if it is to produce behavior that meets these adaptive criteria?
Natural selection theorists do not usually think of their theories as defining
information-processing problems, yet this is precisely what they do. For example,
kin selection theory raises and answers questions such as, How would a welldesigned psychological architecture treat the information that individual X is its
about I~elpiogIiini'! liow should ils
brother, aiitl how should i t regulale tlccisio~~s
assessment of the cost to it of helping its brother, versus the benefit to the brother
of receiving help, affect the decision'? Should the informati011 that Y is a cousin
alter the decision on the allocation of assistance between its newborn and its
brother? In general, how should a good design treat information about relatedness
and the costs and benefits of actions on individuals in order to improve its decision making?
As these questions show, an organism's behavior cannot fall within the
bounds of the constraints imposed by the evolutionary process unless it is guided

)y cognitive programs that can solve certain information-processing problems that
Ire very specific. To confer beneljts on kin in accordance with the constraints of
tin selection theory, the organism must have cognitive programs that allow it to
:xtract certain specific information from its environment: Who are its relatives?
Which kin are close and which distant? What are the costs and benefits of an ac.ion to itself and to its kin? The organism's behavior will be random with respect
to the constraints of kin selection theory unless (a) it has some means of extracting information relevant to these questions from its environment, and (b) it has
well-defined decision rules that use this information in ways that instantiate the
theory's constraints. A cognitive system can generate adaptive behavior only if it
can perform specific information-processing tasks such as these.
The fact that any organism capable of conferring benefits on its kin must
have cognitive programs capable of solving these information-processing problems
docs not imply that different species will solve each problem via the same cognitive 1)rogr;1111.
'l'licrc arc I I I ; I I I ~ rcasor~swhy stirl~progr;lrlis rilay tlillkr. For cxarilple, diHrent environmental cues may have dill'crent reliabilities and accessibililies
for different species. Moreover, each species occupies a different ecological niche,
and hence the value of particular actions will differ across species: The cognitive
programs of a baboon will assign a different value to social grooming than will
the cognitive programs of a whale. But cognitive programs that perform the same
function in different species may differ in more profound ways. For example, the
cognitive progr;rms li)r recognizing kin might operate through phenotype rnalching in one species, but through early imprinting i l l another species (Iiolmcs, 1983).
Both programs will accomplish the same important adaptive function. Yet they will
embody radically different information-processing procedures, and they will
process different information from the environment. For this and other reasons, in
constructing a computational theory or task analysis, it is usually not enough simply to know the relevant evolutionary theory.

COMPUTATIONAL THEORIES SHOULD CONTAIN
AN ANALYSIS OF THE STRUCTURE
OF THE ENVIRONMENT
LJst~i~lly,
in building a task analysis, understantling the relevant evolutionary theory is n ~lccessarystarting point. 'l'l~isrrlay ir~volvcboll1 a b;~sicf;e~rili;trilywill1
models of the evolutionary process (including such things as definitions of fitness,
sclcction, atlaptation, genes, the role of ~[ocliasticfactors) and the ;rvailable rnotlcls of the selection pressures relevant to the problcni under sludy (such as dcscriptions of the selectional principles governing such domains as kin-directed altruism, reciprocation, sexual recombination, and sexual selection). But such
models will rarely be sufficient, in themselves, to build a model of the task facing
the organism. Almost always, it will be necessary to analyze how these principles
were manifested as a species-specific array of selection pressures, refracted

through the specific ecological, social, genetic, phylogenetic, and inforn.~aljonal
circumstances experienced along a given species' evolutionary history (Tooby &
Cosmides, 1990b; Tooby & DeVore, 1987). This is the characterization of ancestral conditions, sometimes referred to as the environment of evolutionary adaptedness or EEA.
Selection acts so that the properties of evolved psychological and developmental mechanisms tend to mesh together with the recurrent structure of the world
so that their interaction produces functional outcomes. Theories of selection pressures provide definitions of what counts as a functional outcome. And because of
this mesh between environment and mechanism, an analysis of the recurrent structure of the world--or that portion of it relevant to the problem or problern-solving mechanism-is a rich source of information about the mechanism. For this reason, the analysis of the structure of the ancestral world is a critical part of the
construction of a computational theory.
Ol'icn, ol' course, I)cci~~rsc
~tioslof ll~cpropcrlics of lllc worltl slay lllc sireic,
the ~ilodernworld provides a satisfactory laboratory for the analysis of the siructure of many ancestral environments and conditions. For example, in understdnding how color vision works, or in studying the ontogeny and regulation of bipedal
locomotion, the relevant parts of the modern world provide an adequate model.
For many animal species studied in the field, modem conditions are doubtless as
representative of these species' EEA as anything additional inference could contrive. For hurnans, however, Iliiiny iispccIs of llic worltl have clia~~gcd
tlnuila~iu;~lly,
and so the reconstruction of hominid ancestral conditions is more necessary. The
structure of cues and events in modem suburban environments, for example, is not
a good model for how predators impinged on our hominid ancestors, and in such
cases models of ancestral conditions must be reconstructed from the array of available sources (see Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b; Tooby & DeVore, 1987, for discussion). And as informative as evolutionary theory is, it cannot substitute for a rnodel
of ancestral conditions. Evolutionary theory cannot tell you such things as how
often individual variance in foraging success was substantially greater than bandwide variance, important in understanding the psychology of hominid reciprocation (Cosmides & Tooby, 1992); nor can it tell you the mean ecological frequency
of hominid-menacing predators, how far off they can be spotted in various landscapes, or what types of naturally occurring refuges were typically available (see
Orians & tleerwngen, 1092, for ii tliscussioo of human lli~hiti~t
selec~ion).
111 (lcvclol)i~~g
such rlcscril)tio~~s,
it is ir~lporlar~l
lo reincnibcr that tllc c~lvironment of evolutionary adaptedness (EEA) is not a place or a habitat, or even a
lime period. Kalhcr, i l is a st;tlislici~lcomposite of the iuIitpt;ttion-relevant p r o ~ c r ties of the ancestral environments encountered by n~enlbersof ancestral populations, weighted by their frequency and fitness-consequences. For example, how
often was the cue of a snake-shape linked to a venomous bite? The properties used
to build the composite are selected out of all possible environmental properties as
those that actually interacted with the existing design of the organism during the
period of evolution. Whether or not these things are observable by the organism,

they can be "known" (that is, reflected) in the structure of the mechanisms because
natural selection will select those mutant designs whose structure conforms to
these otherwise unobservable features of the world. Thus, organisms can act far
more appropriately than can be explained by "experience," through the action of
specialized mechanisms that reflect the structure of evolutionarily recurrent siluations. Domain-general mechanisms, which must reflect equally the structure of
every possible situation, can thus supply no specialized guidance in the solution
of particular families of problems.
Thus, statistical and structural regularities define the EEA. The conditions
that characterize the EEA are usefully decomposed into a constellation of specific
environmental regularities that had impact on fitness and that endured long enough
to work evolutionary change on the design of an adaptation. For convenience, we
have called these statistical regularities invariunces. Invariances need not be conditions that were absolutely unwavering, although many, such as the properties of
ligl~tor clieniic;~lreactions, were. Ri~tller,i111 invnriitnce is ;t single descriptive construct, calculated from the point of view of a selected adapta~ionor design of a
given genotype at a given point of time. N o matter how varial)le conditions were,
they lett a systematically structured average impact on the design, and that systematic impact needs to be coherently characterized in ternis of the statistical and
structural regularities that constituted the selection pressure responsible. These invariances can be described as sets of conditionals of any degree of complexity,
from the very simple (e.g., the temperature was always greater than freezing) to a
two-valued statistical construct (e.g., the temperature had a mean of 31.2C and
standard deviation of 8.1), to any degree of conditional and structural complexity
that is reflected in the adaptation (e.g., predation on kangaroo rats by shrikes is
17.6% more likely during a cloudless full moon than during a new moon during
the first 60 days after the winter solstice if one exhibits adult male ranging patterns). Thus, as a composite, it is necessarily "uniform" in the abstract sense, although that uniform description may involve the detailed characterization of any
degree of environmental variability-which say, in fact, have selected for mechanisms that can track such variability and respond accordingly.
Of course, from the point of view of an adaptation or mechanism, important
parts of the structure of the world include not just the external physical, biological, and social environment, but also the regularities presented by the other mechanisnih in the brain ;rntl hotly, as well as in others' minds ant1 bodies. The lungs
;)re p;trt 01' ll~cEEA to 1I1e lieart, ; r ~ i t I cross-ci~ltu~rl
reg~~larilics
i n e~i~olio~iirl
cxpression or grammatical structure are part of the EEA to face interpretation mechanisms and the language acquisition device, respectively.
Thus, a computational theory of an adaptive problem is defined by the recurrent structure of the world, the structure of selection pressures, and how these
combine to create demands for certain kinds of information processing. These
must be directly reflected in the design of any mechanism that solves the adaptive
problem, when it is expressed in information-processing terms. As we shall discuss, such computational theories are invaluable as heuristic guides for psycho-

logical research. This is true even though there may be many possible informatior
processing structures that could potentially solve the adaptive problem. (Moreove
one of course needs evidence that the organism actually does regularly solve th
adaptive problem under EEA-like conditions more often than would be expecte
by chance.) In the likely event that there is more than one possible mechanism de
sign that could solve the adaptive problem, then experimentation is needed to dis
cover which design the organism actually has.

THE IMPORTANCE OF COMPUTATIONAL THEORIES
A computational theory is a description of the specific information-processiq
problems and subtasks regularly encountered by a species during its evolutionar]
history, including the ecological, informational, social, and physiological condi
tions in which [he prol)le~nswere regularly cn~hetltletl.Thcsc p r o h l c ~ ~bliot~lll
~s
I)I
catalogued atid made explicit, for they are the building blocks of psychologica
theories. There are two reasons why this is so.
The first is obvious. These computational theories supply a great deal of thc
theoretical guidance necessary to construct experiments and studies, savirig ttie re
searcher from groping along on blind empiricism alone. They provide suggestion:
about the kinds of mechanisms an organism is likely to have, about the kinds ol
information from the environment a mechanism subserving a given function will
be monitoring, about what the goals of the mechanism are (that is, what functional
outcomes it is designed to produce), and so on. Knowing, for example, that an organism-because of its ancestral social environment and inclusive fitness theorymust have some means of distinguishing kin from nonkin may not uniquely determine the structure of a cognitive program, but it does help narrow hypotheses.
The cognitive program responsible must be sensitive to environmental cues that
correlate with kin but do not correlate with nonkin. In most cases, very few cues
from the species' environment of evolutionary adaptedness will be sufficiently reliable or accessible, and the researcher can in due course discover which are used
by the organism's cognitive programs. Discovering which cues are used will illuminate other of the program's information-processing procedures: Early exposure
suggests an imprinting process, whereas facial similarity suggests phenotype
ntatcliit~gprocctlurcs. S l c ~hy s l c ~tlctluclio~~
,
hy dctlr~ctiorr,ex1xri11icrilby cx])cl.irllc111,ll~ccogr~itivcprogriul~srcspo~~sit)lc
li)r kill rccogr~itio~i
call bc 111appeJ.III
the meantime, the researcher who is blind to function will not even be looking for
a program that guides kin recognition, let alone figure out which environmental
slimuli it nionitors, what representations are constructed from these cues, and what
procedures act on these representations to regulate behavior.
The second reason why a fully elaborated computational theory is useful is
less obvious, but perhaps equally important. The computational theory allows a
test of adequacy that any proposed psychological theory must be able to pass. The
test is this: Is the hypothesized system of cognitive programs powegul enough to

r-eulize the computational theory? That is, is the proposed met,hunism cuj~uhleof
solvitrg rkc cr(ltrj)li\~eprvhlc~m? This allows one to rule out certain theoretical
approaches without having to test each one of an infinitely expandable list of
hypotheses. Many can be eliminated simply by seriously inquiring what computational architecture is being assumed by the hypothesis and analyzing its performance capabilities.
Any proposed cognitive system must be powerful enough to produce adaptive behaviors while trot simultaneously producing too burdensome a set of maladaptive behaviors. (One can equally well use this test with a less controversial
standard: Any hypothesized mechanism advanced as being responsible for certain
behavioral phenomena must be powerful enough to produce the observed behavior while not simultaneously producing too large a set of behaviors that are not
observed.) Not just any cognitive program will do: Our cognitive programs must
be constructed in such a way that they somehow lead to the adaptive results specil'ictl I,y cvoltltion;~l.ytlrcory on tile h;rsis of tile i~ili)r~ni~tio~i
av;~iI;ihlc.'l'l~istest of
computational sufficiency (see Pinker, 1979, 1984, 1989) or solvability (see 'l'ooby
& Cosmides, 1902) often allows researchers to eliminate whole categories of hypotheses. In particular, current research in cognitive psychology a~ltlartificial intelligence suggests that many of the general-purpose learning theories that are
widely accepted by social and behavioral scientists are not powerful enough to
solve even artificially simplified computational problems, let alone the complex information-processing problems regularly imposed by selective forces operating
over evolutionary time. Because of the survival of extant species into the present,
we know for a fact that they can successfully solve an entire suite of problems
necessary to reproduction, and we need to develop theories of the architecture of
the information-processing mechanisms-the
cognitive adaptations-that
allow
them to do it.
Researchers involved in empirical debates are all to conscious of the fact that
there are an inexhaustible set of alternative hypotheses that can be invented by the
ingenious to avoid having to dispose of cherished intellectual positions. Therefore,
the empirical testing of each hypothesis in turn from this potentially inexhaustible
set cannot by itself be a practical research strategy. One must be able to integrate
these empirical findings with other sources of valid inference to be able to draw
larger and more interesiing conclusions. For psychologists, the analysis of computational performance is one approach to doing this.

THE ANALYSIS O F COMPUTATIONAL
PERFORMANCE
Thirty years ago, Noam Chomsky inaugurated a new era in cognitive psychology
when he explored psychological questions by analyzing the capacities of wellspecified computational systems (Chomsky, 1957, 1959). He was attempting to
evaluate the adequacy of behaviorist accounts of language, such as Skinner's Ver-

hul Behavior- (1957). To perform such an analysis, Chomsky needed models
descriptions o f two components of the question. The first motlel essenti.1' 11y con
sponded to what Marr subsequently called a computational theory-a task anal
sis defining the problem to be solved, which specifies things such as what coun
as success, what are the conditions under which the candidate mechanisms m u
perform, what information is available to the mechanism, and so on. Language w
an excellent choice for such a test of behaviorist accounts of psychological pli
nomena, because language-particularly syntax-involved
conlplex but clear
specifiable patterns of behavior. Within this domain, one could define without ar
biguity and with great exactitude criteria for recognizing what behavioral patten
humans could and did routinely produce and, therefore, what any mechanism h
pothesized to account for this behavior had to produce as well. (In these ear
analyses, Chomsky focused not on the issue of whether conditioning process1
could account for the initial learning of language, but on the far more restrict(
clucslio~~
o f wl~cllicrI)cll;~viorist~ ~ ~ c c h ; ~ n i1l;tving
s n ~ s , COIIII)ICI~ ;ICCCSS 10~ ~ ; I I I I I I I ; I
ical rules in wl~ateverfashion tl~eycould be represented witliin the system, cou
be made to produce as output a defined subset of grammatical English sentence?
'1.11~ second description or nod el Cllomsky needed was a for~nalizatioa,
computational or information-processing terms, of the hypothesis being tested-I
this case, stiniulus-response (S-R) learning theory. This marked an important dc
parture from the then widespread practice, still endemic in psychology, of failin
to specify the computational architecture of the mechanism being proposed, an
instead simply positing a black box described solely in terms of its assunled abi
ity to produce certain consequences. To actually see whether a mechanism is ci
pable of solving a problem, one needs a well-specified description of the infor
mation-processing structure of the mechanism being hypothesized. Whenever
hypothesis about a psychological mechanism is being advanced, one needs to car6
fully investigate what computational architecture for the mechanism is being a!
sumed or is entailed. In this case, Chomsky (following others) settled on finit
state devices as natural implementations of Hullian learners, along with some olhe
background assumptions necessary for the analysis to proceed.
The third step in such an analysis is to apply the model of the mechanisr
to the model of the task and thereby explore how the proposed computational sys
tem performs, given the conditions and the goals as defined in the computation;
theory. What parts, if any, of the problem can the hypothesized mechanism solve
WII~II
i~rclllc s ~ r c i ~ g l;iiltl
l ~ s wc;~hi~csscs
of llic n~ccl~;u~iso~'s
~)erlbrl~~;~i~cc'!
WII~IIi l l
formation or environmental conditions does the mechanism need to be present i
order to succeed? Does it require infinite memory, or immensely long periods (1
co~irpulatioa,or certain specific cues? Of course, tlle most basic question is, Is 111
design of the candidate mechanism computationally sufficient to solve the proh
lem (Pinker, 1979, 1084, 1989)? That is, can the conlputational system solve 111
problem? If not, of course, the hypothesis can be ruled out.
In this case, for Chomsky's general analysis, the computational theory wa
the grammar of the English language as it is known by ordinary speakers: all th,

grammatical sentences of English, such as "the child seems asleep," but not the
indefinitely larger set of ungrammatical sentences, such as "the child seems to
sleeping." The information-processing problem to be solved was the production or
recognition of sentences that conformed to this set. The question Chomsky addressed was: Can these sentences be produced by a finite state device similar to
the mechanisms proposed by the behaviorists of the time? By using this approach,
L~ndrelated, more informal arguments, Chomsky was able to persuade many psychologists and linguists that finite state devices (and their incarr~ationin psychology, behaviorist theories of conditioning) were not tenable explanations for human
language competence because they were incapable of solving many language-related tasks in any plausible fashion. Given realistic assumptions about memory, the
total number of states allowable to the system, and similar considerations, the general-purpose, S-R learning mechanisms proposed by the behaviorists were not
powerful enough to generate the set of sentences that conformed to English gramI I I ; I ~ - - 111;lt is, they W C I ~not powerf~ilCIIOLI~II to protluce many gr:uiininticnl sentences while siniultaneously precluding the production of large classes of ungrammatical sentences. As one pan of this analysis, Chomsky formally demonstrated
that finite state grammars were completely incapable of generating a well-defined
subset of grammatical English sentences. Perhaps more significant for subsequent
research, Chomsky sketched other difficulties this family of mechanisms had in
dealing with issues of acquisition, generalization, phonology, semantics, and so on.
By performing this kind of analysis, Chomsky showed that S-R learning mecha~iisniscould not plausibly account for the fact that people speak English. Given,
of course, that some people do speak English, his computational analysis allowed
Chomsky to eliminate a whole class of hypotheses for language competence: those
invoking mechanisms that embody finite state grammars (Chomsky, 1957, 1959).
Moreover, if there was at least one class of behaviors that could not be accounted
for by standard conditioning theory, then S-R mechanisms could not therefore
be a complete account of the mind. This pointed to the possibility that there might
be a large array of mental mechanisms that did not operate according to S-R principles.
Chomsky's pioneering analysis, despite some controversy about the generality of its conclusions, initiated a vigorous research program into the cognitive
mechanisms underlying the human language faculty. Subsequently, niany researchers have worked on constructing nonbehaviorist psychological theories of
language that inclucte more powerful and more specialized colnputational inachjnery (for a review, see Wanner & Gleitman, 1982). Of more lasting significance, however, is the general strategy that continues to guide some of this work:
Many psycholinguists and linguists have tended to pursue their research through
(a) the empirical investigation of natural language production, acquisition, perception, and comprehension, including the structure it displays and the computational problems it poses, and (b) the use of this knowledge to construct increasingly sophisticated models of various components of the human language faculty,
often through exploring and evaluating the performance of the various candidate

computational mechanisms hypothesized to manage these tasks. By approachillg
the psychology of language in this way, psycholinguists have been able to make
substantial progress in exploring one of the most complex phenomena facing psychologists.
We suggest that there are a series of lessons to be drawn from these developments in psycholinguistics that might be productively applied elsewhere in
psychology. The first lesson is to focus on the mechanisms responsible Ibr generating behavioral phenoniena, and not just on the behavioral phenomena themselves. The second is to insist that these hypotheses about mechanisms be made
computationally explicit, that is, that a cognitive or information-processing
model of the mechanism be supplied. This element, though sometimes laborious,
has become far easier given the widespread accessibility of computers and easy
programnling languages, as well as the broad array of other tools for formal
analysis. The third lesson is the value of constructing careful computational theories or Ii~shsi~alyscsol' tl~e~)rol)lcll~
hcii~g;~tltlrcssctlby lllc I I I C C ~ I ~ I A11tl.
I~~SIII
filially, the last lesson is the value of combining these elements in order to evaluate the performance of alternative candidate mechanisms in solving the ti~sksor
generating the observed patterns of behavior. In short, it is very productive for
behavioral scientists to analyze phenomena froni a cognitive, information-processing, or computational perspective. We should move beyond the hand-waving
stage of theorizing, in which black boxes are endowed with miraculous abilities
through the bestowal of labels. Insteatf, we should investigate explicitly dcscribed computational architectures and the performance they can be expected to
generate. In so doing, the field of psychology has everything to gain and nothing to lose.

LEARNABILITY A N D DOMAIN-SPECIFICITY
The emergence of this form of analysis in psycholinguistics serves to illustrate the
value of the analysis of computational performance, and we suggest that this tool
can provide an equally effective tool for psychologists in other areas, assisting in
the investigation of the niechanisms responsible for generating the behavioral phenomena they stutiy. The investigation of "learnability" in the study of language acquisition nlay prove particularly instructive Ibr psycltologists, kciiusc. its arlalysis
111ixestwo issues of widespread applicability throughout psychology. Many tasks
successfully faced by organisms are complex and also involve "learning," that is,
the modification of a specific conlpetency using information derived from encounters with the world. In fact, for many social and behavioral scientists, "learning" is treated as a key explanation for many phenomena. What lessorls are there
in the study of language acquisition about the issue of learning?
The purpose of a learnability analysis is to evaluate whether a proposed information-processing mechanism is capable of learning to solve the problem that
its advocates claim it can solve, given the information that is available to it in the

environment (Pinker, 1979, 1984, 1989). In short, it is the question of computational sufficiency applied to models of learning mechanisms (Pinker, 1984). For
example, to learn to solve a given problem, different information-processing mechanisms require different kinds of environmental information. If the information
necessary for a given mechanism to work does not exist in the environment, yet
the organism being studied solves the problem, then one knows that the mechanism under consideration is not the one that is responsible for the organism's performance. Instead, an allernative design is required, which, for example, may supply the missing information that is necessary for the leaming process to succeed
through the evolved structure of its procedures.
Learnability analyses have been most fully developed in psycholinguistics,
where they have been used to evaluate, reject, or suggest modifications in hypotheses about how a child acquires the grammar of the language spoken by its
adult community (Pinker, 1979, 1982, 1984, 1989; Pinker & Prince, 1088; see also
Grimshaw, 1981; Wexler & Culicover, 1980). For example, some hypotheses about
the information-processing mechanisms responsible for grammar acquisition require that adults provide reliable feedback when the child makes a grammatical
error. Yet lengthy transcripts of parent-child interactions have been collected and
analyzed, and these show that adults rarely correct children's grammatical errors
(I'inkcr, 1980). In fact, children acquire grammar normally even in cullures in
which adults do not regularly converse with very young children, where overheard
strcanls of adult-adult speech constilute the only informational input available to
(he child's learning mechanisms (Heath, 1983; Pinker, 1991). Conseyuenlly, one
can reject any hypothesis that posits the existence of a learning mechanism that
will work only if the child reliably gets negative feedback when he or she makes
a gramnlatical error.
The rise of Chomskyan psycholinguistics (especially learnability analysis)
constituted an important turning point in the development of modem psychology.
Up until that point, psychology had been overwhelmingly dominated by generalpurpose leaming and cognitive theories. ThesC theories were domain-general: The
same process was supposed to account for leaming in all domains of human activity, from suckling at the breast to the most esoteric feat of modem technology.
General-purpose mechanisms are still the favored kind of hypothesis throughout
the social and behavioral sciences (Tooby & Cosmides, 1992). Yet by specifying
what actually needs to he accomplished in order to acquire grammar, psycholinguisls Ir;rvc sl~ownIII;I~ u task roulincly nraslcrctl by four-year-oltl cl~ilclrcnwas loo
complexly slruc~uredto be accounted for by, for example, S-R learning theory.
Of course, motlern incnrnations of tlonli~in-generalexpla~~ations
of laiiguage
acquisition have fired no better against the battery of specialized computational
problems posed by language than did their behaviorist predecessors. When each
new computational technology appears in psychology (from telephone switching
systems to holograms to computers to new programming languages), in the heady
excitement of exploring the potentialities of the new technology the crippling
weaknesses of associationism are forgotten. This pattern was most recently re-

enacted with the advent of connectionism, which was initially taken by many
be a computational model of a domain-general associationism that could wor
Yet, in the careful application of this family of models to actual adaptive probler
real organisms solve, all of the same difficulties reappear. For example, lhroui
careful learnability and computational performance analyses, Pinker and PI-in4
(1988; Pinker, 1991) were able to show that the existing donlain-general connc
tionist model for the acquisition of the past tense in English was computationnl
insufficient to solve the problem and can (at most) reflect only part of the releva
mechanisms. Many of the reasons the model failed were not specific to the pa
ticular connectionist model proposed, but instead were general to domain-gener
connectionist models (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988). Of course, connectionist d
signs-like every other possible architecture-run into such logically inescapab
problems as combinatorial explosion and the need for "innately supplied" spcci;~
ized structure, nleai~irlgillat functional connectionist architectures that solve IU
adaptive problems will also turn out to require domain-specific designs (see, e.h
Jacobs, Jordan, & Barto, 1990; Miller & Todd, 1990; Todd & Miller, 199 1
1991b). Thus, while connectionist models provide an interesting and important ac
dition to the range of computational systems available for modeling psychologic
processes, they do not provide any escape from domain-specificity.
Work on language Iearnabilily has convinced many psychologists ~ h a iI general-purpose learning mechanism would be powerful enough to permit the ac
quisiiion of the grammar of a nntural language under nalural conditions. But wh;
kind of' learning mechanism would have the requisite power? The conclusion hi
been that the acquisition of a natural language grammar requires cognitive prc
gramming that is not only complex, but specialized. Chomsky argued that just ;
the body has many different organs, each of which is specialized for performing
different function-a heart for pumping blood, a liver for detoxifying poisoasIhe mind can be expected to include many different "mental organs" (Chomsk
1980). A mental organ is an information-processing system that is specialized fc
performing a specific cognitive function. A mental organ instantiates learning thc
ories that are domain-speciJ'i'c:Its procedures are specialized for quick and efficie~
leaming about an evolutionarily important domain of activity. Chomsky argue
that the acquisition of a grammar could be accomplished only through a high
structured and complex language acq~lisiriondevice (LAD):a functionally distin
mental organ that is spcciitli~cdfor learning ii language.
'I'llc ~)rol)lcil~
~)osctlI)y l l ~ ccl~iltl's;~c.tluisitio~~
01' tl~cloc;tl ~ I . ; I I I I I I I ; I ~is 111
there are an indcl'inilely lalgc set ol' gramnlars that can, in principle, gcncra
whatcvcr s~rhsctof iltlull In~~guagc
lhc child hears. Or~lyo ~ l c01' i l ~ c ris
) ~corrccl. o
the child picks the correct one, even though an infinity are logically possible. D
spite the fact that the data available to the child are insufficient by themselves, t1
child must induce which of these grammars in fact generated that sample. Th
cannot be done unless the design features of the evolved mechanisms that a110
the child to 'learn language place conslraints on the child's hypothesis space th
reflect actual adult grammar. If the mechanisms were content-independent and d'

main-general, they would have no information about the nature of adult grammar
that could allow the mechanisms in the child to decide among alternatives. Only
mechanisms that came specifically equipped with this "knowledge" could determine which adult grammar is actually being spoken. Where does this "knowledgeu-perhaps in the form of procedures or other structural features in the mechanisms--come from'? The Chomskian argument is inherently adaptationist:
Notl~i~~
apart
g , from sclectioo, can endow the LAI) with just Illose atlaplive spccializations neccssilry to supply tlie inforniation regularly niissirig flo111 adult
speech samples, coordinating the two so that the local adult grammar can be
uniquely determined (Pinker & Bloom, 1990; see also Tooby & Cosmides, 1990~).
The evolved procedures of a child's language acquisition device depend for their
success upon stable and enduring species-typical regularities of the grammarproducing mechanisms of adults.
In this history, there are several increasingly familiar lessons. The first is that
it p;iys to ilcvclop explicit models of tlic mecl~anis~ns
proposed. 'l'hc sccontl is that
adaptive problems, when dissected, usually turn out to be far more complex than
is commonly appreciated. The third is that this complexity tends to require corresponding specialization in the psychological machinery in order to address the
unique features of the specific problem type-that is, mechanisms capable of solving adaptive problems will frequently be domain-specific. Fourth, the structure of
the world needs to be studied (or at least that part of it relevant to the problem to
be solved), because the mechanism evolved to mesh with this structure to produce
the functional consequence. And finally, tlie fact that a psychological phenomenon
falls under the heading of "learning" makes no difference--one still needs a model
of the environment, the mechanism, and their interaction.
Learnability analyses can, and should, be applied to all adaptive problems
involving "learning," that is, that involve the modification of competences based
on encounters with the world. 01' course, no hypothesis about ;in inforination-processing device can be evaluated unless it has been made sufficiently explicit.
Black boxes labeled "capacity to learn what foods have the highest number of
calories per unit of toxin," "ability to learn how to be a good parent," "capacity
for culture," "capacity to learn to maximize inclusive fitness," and so on do not
qualify: A label is not a substitute for a hypothesis. A computational system (such
as we are) cannot be given abilities through magical fiat, and to understand such
a system one needs to go through the explicit enumeration of all the causal steps
necessary to produce hcIi;~vior.01' course, i t is a laborious t;rsk to tlclail actual
procedures for even relatively simple tasks. But it is a standard that exposes handwaving, as well as hypotheses that depend on the operation of previously unrecognized miracles. There is a tratlitional lament among junior nlilitary officers who
have just been given orders: Nothing is impossible for the person who
doesn't have to do it. In the social and behavioral sciences, no model of a species'
psychological architecture seems impossible when its proponents do not have to
specify by what methods it generates the necessary behavior. In particular, domain-general, content-independent "learning" and cognitive processes have gotten

a free ride by having been left unspecified as to computational architecture. The)
seem attractive hypotheses because being unspecified, nothing can be impossible
to them.
Many psychologists think of the dispute over Chomsky's language acquisition device as a controversy about innateness, but, as we shall see later, i t was not.
"lnnate" is not the "opposite" of "learned." Every coherent learning theory--even
llume's ;issocialionisni or Skinner's brand of behaviorisin-asst1111es Ilic cxialcricc
of innate cognitive mechanisms that structure experience. A "blank slate" will stay
forever blank: Without innate cognitive mechanisms, learning is impossible (e.g.,
Hume, 197711748; Kant, 196611781; Quine, 1969; Popper, 1972). As Hemstein
(1977) points out, Skinnerian learning theorists were able to avoid discussion of
the innate cognitive mechanisms governing generalization and discrimination only
by ignoring the problem of which dimensions, out of uncountable possibilities, are
used by the organism. Instead, the controversy in psycholinguistics was importarit
lwcause it liigllliglited tlie we;~koessin the most central explanatory concept in tlie
history of psychology: learning.

"LEARNING" IS N O T A N "ALTERNATIVE
HYPOTHESIS"
Many common concepts in the behavioral and social sciences are used as if they
were hypotheses and explanalions, when in fact they are not. "Learning" stands
out as one of these: It is a concept that many people believe is heavily freighted
with explanatory power. Analytically, however, the only meaning operationally
coupled to the word "learned" is "environmentally influenced." As a hypothesis to
account specifically and causally for nlental or behavioral phenomena, it is nearly
devoirl of meaning.
Processes categorized as "learning" are accomplished through informationprocessing mechanisms, of course, and what matters is the discovery of the specific structures of these mechanisms. Their architectures may be (and arguably are)
completely different from each other, and the application of the same label-learning-to describe all of them conceals this fact. Thus, such mechanisms may be
simple or complex, domain-general or domain-specific, present from birth or late
developing, and so on. An organism may be endowed with many different I c ~ I ~ I ing r ~ ~ c c l i a i ~ i or
s ~just
~ i s ,it I'cw. 'I'llc uI>iquitousbclicl' tliat tlie h u ~ i i i ~oiiatl,
~ i l i ~ exr
ample, contains only one domain-general cognitive process that results in "learning"-whether "induction" or "hypothesis testing" or "conditioning" or "imitation"
or "rationality"-is
nothing but conjecture conventionally accepted in many research communities as a fact (see Tooby & Cosmides, 1992). It has no empirical
basis at all and in cognitive psychology appears to be a metatheoretical holdover
from the heyday of behaviorism.
In reality, the controversy in psycholinguistics was over whether the evolved
learning mechanisms that allow humans to acquire a grammar are simple and do-
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main-general or complex and domain-specific (e.g., Atherton & Schwartz, 1974;
Chomsky, 1975; Katz, 1975; Marshall, 1981; Pinker, 1979; Putnam, 1967). The
behaviorists thought that the simple, domain-general processes of classical and operant conditioning were plausible accounts for language; Chomsky and his successors showed that they were not and proposed the existence of learning mechanisms that were complex and domain-specific. Both camps agreed that language
is "lcarnctl" (i.e., requires exposure to language cnvironmenls); they tlisagreetl
about how it is learned (i.e., about what the nature of the evolved mechanisms is).
The failure to grasp this point leads to enormous conceptual confusion in the
behavioral sciences. The common belief that "learning" is an alternative hypothesis to an evolutionary theory of adaptive function is a category error. Learning is
a label for a family of cognitive processes (defined solely by the fact that they
modify some aspect of the behavioral control system in interaction with the
world). An adaptive function is not a cognitive process; it is a problem that is
solverl hy a cognitive process. Learning is accomplished through psychological
mechanisms (whose nature is most often not understood), and these were created
through the evolutionary process, which includes natural selection. Consequently,
the issue can never sensibly be whether a particular behavior is the result of natural selection "or" learning. The issue is: What is the evolved information-processing structure of the learning mechanisms iuvolved in producing a particular
bchnvior'? More generally, one might ask: What kinds of leiv-ning mechanisms
does natural selection tend to produce?
As Symons has cogently argued, this has bcen the substance of the nature-nurture controversy-which could not have genuinely been about innateness
at all, since all (coherent) participants must acknowledge the reliable development
of some evolved structure in the psychological architecture (Symons, 1987). Instead the debate is really about whether the innate mechanisms are few and domain-general, or many and functionally specialized. Thus, when behavioral scientists are arguing about whether aggression is "innate," the substance of the debate
(however they may put it to themselves) is whether there are any features of the
psychological architecture that evolved specifically to regulate aggression, or
whether aggression is purely a result of the same few domain-general leaming
mechanisms that are putatively responsible for nonsense syllable memorization or
domino matching. So, one question to ask is: Are the mechanisms that constitute
the human psychological architecture few and general, or do they include many
specialized ~iiccha~iisuls
Ibr liwd choice, foraging tlecisions, 11iate choice, inccst
avoidance, aggression regulation, social exchange regulation, sexual jealousy,
parental care, and so on?
As discussed, when models of cognitive programs become sufficiently well
specified to actually account for empirical results, they almost always turn out to
be complex and domain-specific. When researchers present such well-specified
models together with the empirical results that support them, they are often met
with the counterclaim that "people might just learn to think that way." Yet, the invocation of an unspecified learning process does not constitute a valid alternative
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hypothesis. Suggesting that "learning" is an alternative hypothesis is comparable
to claiming that an alternative hypothesis to a well-specified theory of vision, sucll
as Marr's (1982), is "light hits the retina and this causes the organism to see threedimensional objects." This is not an explanation; it is a description of the phenomenon to be explained. All the intervening steps are missing: It does not count
as an "alternative hypothesis" because no one has bothered to specify the nature
of the cognitive programs that cause it lo happen.
"Learning" designates the phenomenon to be explained. A complex, domainspecific cognitive program i s a learning mechanism; how, then, can "learning" be
construed as an "alternative hypothesis"?
The claim that a behavior is the product of "culture" is not an "alternative
hypothesis" either. It entails nothing more than the claim that surrounding or preceding individuals are an environmental factor that has influenced the behavior
under discussion in some way. It leaves the learning mechanisms that allow humans to acquire and generate culture completely unspecified (Tooby & Cosmides,
1989a, 1992).
liiterestingly, evolutioilary researchers are often subject to a reciprocal
species of error (see discussion in Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b). Many seem to operate from the implicit premise that an organism can "decide" which course of action, however complex, will promote its inclusive fitness simply by inspecting the
environment. These researchers interpret the fact that humans were produced by
the evolutionary process to mean that humans must be maximizing their inclusive
fitness in all situations, or at least attempting to do so, even in evolutionarily unprecedented modem environments. This view makes sense only if one believes
that the organism has a cognitive program that says "do that which maximizes
your inclusive fitness." Yet this is merely a veiled way of claiming that the organism "learns" what to do to maximize its fitness. It is not a hypothesis. It leaves
"learning" a mysterious, omniscient, and utterly unspecified process.
It is improper to invoke an undefined process as an explanation. "Learning"
should not be invoked to explain other phenomena at this point in the development
of psychology, because it is itself a phenomenon that requires explanation. The nature of the cognitive processes that allow learning to occur are far from understood.
The tendency to assume that learning is accomplished only through a few
simple domain-general mechanisms lingers in many branches of psycl~ology,inclutling cognitive psychology. Wc hclicve this nictatl~corcticd stancc is seriously
flawed, and persists only because psychologists and evolutionary biologists have
not joined forces lo crcale cornl)uIalionaI lhcories that ci~tiilogthe specific ant1 tietailed inli~rrnation-~~rocessi11g
problems entailed by the need to tlack i.ittless under
Pleistocene or ancestral conditions. Later, we join Daly and Wilson (1988), Gallistel (1990), Pinker and Bloom (1990; see also Pinker, 1991), Rozin (1976), Shepard (1981), Symons (1987), and many others in arguing that a consideration of
such problems suggests that natural selection has produced a great many cognitive
programs that are complex and highly domain-specific.

INNATENESS, SPECIES-TYPICAL DESIGN,
A N D I N D I V I D U A L DIFFERENCES
Before discussing why evolutionary considerations suggest that most psychological adaptations will be domain-specific, that is, functionally specialized, we should
briefly discuss the use of the word innate and several related issues. In this chapter, we arc using tliis frequently misunderstootl word as cognirive psychologists
ol'ten use it: to describe reliably developing species-typical properties of the organism. We are not using it to refer to expressed phenotypic properties that are
present from birth; human teeth provide an example of something that develops
reliably, according to a species-typical design, that is absent at birth. "Innate" features of the human species-typical architecture could appear through maturation at
any time throughout the life-cycle. We often use another phrase, evolved-as in
evolved structure-in certain contexts as a synonym. That is, for a complex functional structure to have evolved, it needed to have appeared often enough in phenotypes to have been the target of selection.
More significantly, we do not mean to imply by using the word innate that
something is immutable or impervious to modification or elimination by sufficiently ingenious ontogenetic intervention. Every feature of every phenotype is
fully codetermined by the interaction of the organism's genes, its initial package
of zygotic cellular machinery, and its "environmentw-meaning everything else
Illut irt~pingeson it. 13u1siriiply pointing to the interaction bctwecl~the two misses
something important: that natural selection acts on the species' set of genes so that
the result of the usual interaction between the genes and the environment is to produce a stabilized, improbably functional design. Thus, developmental mechanisms
are themselves adaptations, shaped to buffer environmental perturbation by ignoring dimensions of the world that were variable during the EEA and shaped to employ in their processes of organismic construction the stably recurring structure in
the world. The usual result is a successfully produced complex architecture, most
aspects of which are species-typical, althoughl(depending on the breeding structure of the species), some may be population-typical or frequency-dependent.
Consequently, every individual really has two inheritances: its genes, which
may be perturbed by mutations, and the environmental invariances or regularities
that its developmental processes depend on. Selection acts on genes that regulate
developmental programs to suppress perturbation from genetic and environmental
sources. 'l'hus, gene+!nvironmcnt interactiooisnr is quile co~npatihlcwith stably rccurrent evolved design (Crawford & Anderson, 1989). It is this recurring structure
that we are referring to when we use terms such as inncrte or evolved or reliably
tlel~rlopit~g
or design. Obviously, developing organisms are vulrierable and coniplex dynamic systems, and environmental intervention can change almost everything about them, so these terms entail assumptions about spontaneous development in normal or EEA-like environments. When the organism develops in
environments that deviate from that to which the genotype is adapted, its phenotype may also deviate from those aspects of its design that were targets of selec-

tion. This divergence of past and present environments sometimes introduces complications for the researcher, particularly those who study humans.

W H Y S H O U L D D A R W I N I A N ALGORITHMS
BE SPECIALIZED A N D DOMAIN-SPECIFIC?
Nature llas kcpi us at a great disrailce from all her secrets, and has aflbrded us ollly
the knowledge of a few superficial qualities of objects; while she conceals from us
those powers and principles, on which the influence of these objects entirely depends.
Our senses inform us of the colour, weight, and consistence of bread; but neither
sense nor reason can ever inform us of those qualities, which fit it for the nourishment and support of a human body.
-David

Hume, 197711748, p. 2 1

Genes cotling li)r psychological n~echanis~iis
that proniotc the ir~clusiveI'itness of their bearers will outcompete those that do not and tend to become fixed
in the population. The promotion of inclusive fitness is an evolutionary "end"; a
psychological mechanism is a means by which [hat end is achieved. Can rhc
human mind be comprised primarily of domain-general and content-independent
psychological mechanisms and yet realize this evolutionary end? We argue that
natural selection coultl not liavc produced such a psychological architeclurc, nor
coultl s~rclt;I hypoil~clici~l
tlcsign succcssl'~~lly
pro~nolcfitncss (i.c., rcgula~c1%havior adaptively).
Consider how Jesus explains the derivation of the Mosaic code to his disciples:
Jesus said unto him, "Thou sllalt love the I,oni, thy God, w i ~ hall ~ h yhcarl, and with
a11 illy soul, and wit11 all thy mind. 'l'llis is tlle first and great cornlllantl~ne~~t.
Aild tile
second is like it, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. 011 ~tlcseInlo c.on~r/lurrdninits hung all tfir Iuw und the proptrrrs."
-Matthew

22:3740 (emphasis added)

Jesus has given his disciples a domain-general, content-independent decision rule
to be used in guiding their behavior. But what does it mean in practice? Real life
consists of concrete, specific situations requiring specific decisions out of an inti11i1escl of allcr~li~livcs.
Ilow, f1.o111
Illis rule, tlo I inl'er WII~IL cou111sas "loving lily
neighbor as myself' when, to pick a standard Biblical example, niy neighbor's ox
falls into my pit? Shoultl I recompense him, or him me? By how much? [low
should I behave when I find my neighbor sleeping with my spouse? Should 1 fasl
on holy days? Should I work on the Sabbath? What counts as fulftlling these con,mandments? How do I know when I have fulfilled them?
In what sense does all the law "hang" from these two commandments?
These derivations are not obvious or straightforward. That is why the Talmud was written. The Talmud is a "domain-specific" document: an interpretation

of the "law" that tells you what actions fulfill the injunctions to "love God" and
"love your neighbor" in the concrete, specific situations you are likely to encounter
in real life. The Talmud solves the fr-ame problem (e.g., Boden, 1977; Fodor, 1983)
posed by a domain-general rule like Jesus'.
A domain-general decision rule such as "Do that which promotes your inclusive fitness" cannot guide behavior in ways that actually do promote fitness, because what counts as fit behavior differs from domain to domain. Therefore, like
the Talmud, psychological mechanisms governing evolutionarily important domains of human activity must be domain-specific.
The easiest way to see that Darwinian algorithms must be domain-specific
is to ask whether the opposite is possible: In theory, could one construct a domain-general, content-independent decision rule, that, for any two courses of action, would evaluate which better serves the end of promoting inclusive fitness?
(For additional discussion on why the answer is no, see Tooby & Cosmides,
I 0001).)
First, such a rule must include a criterion for assessing inclusive fitness:
There must be some observable environmental variable against which courses of
action from any domain of human activity can be measured. As the promotion of
inclusive fitness means differential representation of genes in subsequent generations, the time at which the consequence of an action can be assessed is remote
from the time at which the action is laken. For simplicity's sake, let us drop collateral fitness components and assume that number of grandoffspring produced by
the end ol'one's lik is an adequate assessment of fitness. Using tl~iscriterion, the
decision rule can be rephrased more precisely as, "Choose the course of action that
will result in more grandoffspring produced by the end of one's life."
But how could one possibly evaluate alternative actions using this criterion?
Consider a simple, but graphic example: Should one eat feces or fruit? Will trial
ant1 error (or operant conditioning, induction, hypothesis testing, imitation, etc.the argument is general to any system that lacks specialized procedures to deal
with the stable structure of the world) work? Clearly, no individual has two parallel lives to lead for purposes of comparison, identical except that he or she eats
feces in one life and fruit in the other. Each life is a single, uncontrolled experiment. The individual who eats feces is far more likely to contract parasites or infectious diseases, thereby incurring a large fitness cost. And if this individual instead eats fruit and leaves a certain number of grandoffspring, he or she still tloes
1101 L~low w l ~ c t l ~c;llil~g
c ~ . I'cccs woultl 11;lvc I)ccl~I~cttcr:I;or ;11l tIi;~t i11tlivitl11;11
knows, leces could be a rich food source (as tl~cyare for some species) that would
increase fecuntlity.
Does learning from others constitute a solution to the prohlcm? Imitalion is
useless unless those imitated have themselves solved the proble~nof the adaptive
regulation of behavior. If the blind leadeth the blind (to retain our Biblical orienration), they shall both fall into the ditch. Imitation, as a strategy, can only supplement systems that have already solved the primary problem of the adaptive regulation of behavior.

If, however, others are monitored not as role models for imitation but instead
as natural experiments, this does allow the comparison of alternative courscs of
action, in a limited fashion. The number of hypotheses that can be tested is a function of the number of individuals under observation and the comprehensiveness of
the observation. Nevertheless, each individual life is subject to innumerable uncontrolled and random influences that rapidly outstrip the population size and that
any observer would have to keep track of to make valid inferences. If the observer
watches some people eat fruit and others eat feces and waits to see which will
have a larger number of grandoffspring, how would the observer know whether
these individuals' differential fitness was caused by their diet or by one of the millions of other things they experienced in the course of their lives? Of course, the
most major problem is that of time delay between action and the cue used to evaluate the action: grandoffspring produced. It is fundamentally impractical to have
to wait two generations (or even any substantial fraction of one) to determine the
value of choices that must he 111;idctotlay-learning latencies tentl to be vcry short
because ol' tl~isproble111ol' co~llbinatorialexplosion. Moreover, where would the
population of individuals living by trial and error, which supports the observer's
adaptive regulation system, come from? Obviously, although social observation
can and does supplement other psychological processes (e.g., Galef, 1990), potential role models would have to have solved the problem of the adaptive regulation
of behavior by some other method if observing them is to provide any benefit.
Can the use of perceptual cues solve the problem? The individual could decide to eat what smells good and avoid what smells bad. This method works, of
course, because such criteria are design features of evolved, domain-specific
mechanisms. Nothing smells intrinsically bad or good; the smell of feces is attractive to dung flies. Admitting smell or taste preferences is admitting domainspecific knowledge or procedures. Admitting the inference that foul-smelling or
foul-tasting entities should not be ingested is admitting a domain-specific innale
inference.
Even if it were somehow possible to learn the fruit-eating preference using
domain-general mechanisms, an individual equipped with appropriate domain-specific mechanisms would enjoy a selective advantage over one who relied on "trial
and possibly fatal error" (Shepard, 1987). The tendency to rely on trial and error
in this domain would be selected out; domain-specific Darwinian algorithms governing food choice would be selected for and become a species-typical trait.
'I'lic~.cis ;~lsothe ~)rol)l~:l~l
of tlccitli~~g
whicl~cou~.scsof ;a.tio~i11) cv;~lui~tc.
air instance of the witlesprci~tlinli)niiation-processing problem of co~nbinatorial
explosion. The possibilities lbr action are infinite, and the more truly domaiage~ieraln ~ncclla~iis~ii
is. tlic olorc it would bc rcst~~icletl
to gc~lcrati~ig
rar~tlo~n
possibilities to be run through the inclusive fitness decision rule. When a tiger
charges, what should your response be? Should you smile winningly? Do a cartwheel? Sing a song? One has the intuition that running randomly generated response possibilities through the decision rule would not be favored by selection.
And again, on what basis and by what procedures would psychological mecha-

nisms compute which possibility would result in more grandchildren? An alternative design that includes Darwinian algorithnis specialized for predator avoidance
seenis reasonable, with design features such as a tendency to trade an increase in
false positives in predator detection in for an increase in hits, and procedures that,
upon detecting a potential predator, restrict response alternatives to flight, fight, or
concealment, and orchestrate among them.
The domain-general "grandchildren produced" criterion fails even in these
simple si~uations.How, then, could it work in more complicutetl learning situations-for example, when an action tliat increases fitness in one domain decreases
it in another? Suppose the hypothetical domain-general learning mechanism somehow reached the inference that sexual intercourse is a necessary condition for producing offspring. Should the individual, then, have sex at every opportunity?
An evolutionarily well-designed organism would not, of course. There are,
for example, large fitness costs associated with incest (e.g., Shepher, 1983). Given
a potential partner with cues (evaluated by domain-specific mechanisms: see Buss,
1987, 1089, 199 la, 1992, 1994; Symons, 1979) that would norinally elicit sexual
desire, EEA-reliable cues indicating that the potential partner is a family member
should inhibit sexual impulses.
How could a regulatory system like this be induced by a general purpose
system? If a female engages in incest, then loses her baby after a few months, how
coultl ;I domain-general mechanism identify wh;~tcaused thc miscarriage:' Each
lili: is o series of many events (perhaps inclutling sex near the lime ol' corlccplion
with nonkin as well as kin), any one of wliicli is a potential cause. Why conclude
that sex with one individual, who physically and psychologically resembles other
members of his sex in many respects, caused the loss of the baby? Why not reject everyone of the same eye color, or stop having sex at a particular time of day,
or start eating within six hours of having sex, and so on, ad irifinitum? Even assuming that a domain-general system did setlle on the "kin versus nonkin" dimension, a design that had to learn this evolutionarily stable contingency between
mating with family members and fitness re,duction would be rapidly replaced
by a design that came equipped with specialized mechanisms that solved the
problem.
Indeed, where could the correct dimensions of discrimination and generalization come from (Hemstein, 1977)? There are an infinite number of dimensions
that could be used to carve the environment into categories; there is no assurance
tIi;11 it gcncri~l-purposeinli)rm;~lion-~)rocessing
syslcm woultl ever isoli~tcIliosc usel'ul I'or crcatiilg 111ckinlnookin categorization sclieoie, and the "grandchildren produced" criterion cannot guide such a system toward the appropriate dimensions.
(In contrast, domain-specific kin recognition mechanisms can exploit evolutionarily recurring statistical regularities that link cues with kinship, such as being
raised by tlie same caretaker.)
A general purpose system would have to solve the infinite dimensions problem not only if it is to categorize events, but also if it is to apply the knowledge
acquired to new situations. Suppose the architecture had somehow correctly in-

ferred that avoiding sex with kin had positive fitness consequences. HOW stlou~u
one generalize this knowledge about the kinlnonkin categorization scheme to other
domains of human activity? Should one, for example, avoid any interaction with
kin? This would be a mistake; selectively avoiding sex with kin has positive fitness consequences, but selectively avoiding helping kin has negative fitness consequences (given a certain envelope of circumstances; Hamilton, 1964).
Thus, not only must the acquisition of the kinlnonkin categorization scheme
be guided by domain-specific Darwinian algorithms, but its adaptive use for guiding behavior is also domain-specific. In the sexual domain, kin must be avoided;
in the helping domain, they must be helped; when one needs help, kin are a likely
source from whom to solicit it (Hamilton, 1964); when one is contagiously ill, one
should avoid infecting kin to the extent this is consistent with the solicitation of
help. Domain-general learning is inadequate not only because it is costly, slow, and
unreliable in practice, but because in principle there is no domain-independent
variable for discriminating success from error. In the sexual domain, error = sex
with kin. In the helping domain, error = not helping kin given the appropriate envelop of conditions. In the disease domain, error = infecting kin. What is the common criterion of success in mate selection, predator avoidance, and foraging? One
cannot escape the conclusion that motivational systems-if nothing else--driven
by the evaluation of consequences must contain domain-specific features. The only
general criterion of success is fitness ilsclf, which is inherently unobservable at ~lic
time decisions niusl be matlc.
In short,
1. There is no domain-general definition of what counts as success and failure that cor-

relates with fitness.
2. Adaptive courses of action can be neither deduced nor learned by general criteria because they depend on s~atisricalrelationships between features of the environment,

behavior and fitness that emerge over many generations, and are therefore not observable during a single lifetime.
3. Combinatorial explosion cripples any insufficiently content-structured mechanism, as
there are an infinite number of potential category dimensions, an infinite number of
possible relations, an infinite number of potential hypotheses, and an infinite number
of potential behaviors.
For these reasons, exclusively domain-general architectures are computalionally i~isul'ficici~l
lo solve I I I ~ I I i~tlal)livc
I~
I)I.OI)I~IIIS. A I I eve11
~ w11c1.e111cy~iligllt
be sul'l'icient, they cannot solve tlieni as el'l'iciently as arcliiteclures equipped wit11
functionally specialized mechanisms, because sets of procedures designed to take
advanlage of tlie recurrenl features of defined adaptive problems will, by their nature, be more efficient than any alternative design lacking this information.
Given the complexity of the world, and the complexity of the total array of
adaptive tasks faced by living organisms, the psychological architecture of any real
species must be permeated with domain-specific structure. The psychological architecture appears to be more complexly specialized than anyone ever suspected.

DARWINIAN ALGORITHMS SOLVE
THE "FRAME PROBLEMN
Researchers in artificial intelligence have found that trial and error is a good procedure for learning only when a system already has a well-specified model of what
is likely to be true of a domain, a model that includes a definition of what counts
;IS error. More generally, they have found that whenever they try to build a system
tllnt can t;lchlc a real prohlc~il,they have to build in large alnounts ol' "domainspecific" programming structure about the problem-space. Artificial intelligence
researchers call this the fiunle problem (e.g., Boden, 1977; Fodor, 1983), and it
arises because general-purpose computational systems have the problems discussed earlier. To move an object, make the simplest induction, or solve a straightforward problem, the computer must already have a sophisticated model of the domain in question: what counts as an object or stimulus, what counts as a cause,
how classes of entities and properties are related, how various actions change the
situutiol~,what goill is to be acliievcd. Ulllcss the learning or problem domain
is severely circumscribed and the procedures highly specialized and contentdependent-unless the programmer has given the computer what corresponds to
vast quantities of "innate knowledgem--the computer can move nothing, learn
nothing, solve nothing. The frame problem is a concrete, empirical demonstration
of the philosophical objection to the tabulu rusu. It is also a cautionary tale for advocates of domain-general, content-independent learning mechanisms.
Unfortunately, the lessons from Al have been lost on many. Although most
cognitive psychologists realize that their theories must posit some innate cognitive
architecture, a quick perusal of textbooks in the field will show that these still tend
to be restricted to content-independent operating system characteristics: short-term
stores, domain-general retrieval and storage processes, imagery buffers. Researchers who do insist on the necessity of positing content-dependent schemas or
frames (e.g., Minsky, 1977; Schank & Ahelson, 1977) seldom ask how these
frames are built. Their approach impli~itly~presurnes
that frames are the product
of experience structured only by domain-general learning mechanisms. For example, Cheng and Holyoak (1985) cite "induction" as the process that builds their
content-dependent "pragmatic reasoning schemas." Yet the building of frames
must also be subject to the frame problem: Where do the situation-specialized procedures or information come from that "know" how to build appropriate as op1)osed lo the ir~l'ifiitcsct of it~;rpl)rr)pri;~te
I'ritrl~cs?
'I'l~echain has to begin somewhere and, as we have seen, domain-general
processes alone cannot accomplish the task. What can? The conclusion seems inescapable: For the organism's cognitive architecture to solve atlaptive problems, or
to "learn" adaptively, it must have domain-specific procedures, that is, contentspecialized Darwinian algorithms. These Darwinian algorithms can be seen as
schema or frame hirilder-s: as cognitive n~echnnismsthat structure experience along
adaptive dimensions in a given domain and define useful problem spaces and, in
general, supply the other necessary specificity to structure the developing psychol-

ogical architecture so that it is equipped to frame problems adaptively. Phylogenetically supplied Darwinian algorithms solve the frame problem for the organisnl,
just as the programmer solves it for the artificially intelligent system.

THE FRAME PROBLEM AND SO-CALLED
"CONSTRAINTSNON LEARNING
Biologists and psychologists have an unfortunate tendency to refer to the properties of domain-specific (but not domain-general) mechanisms as "constraints." For
example, the one-trial learning mechanism, discovered by Garcia and Koelling
(1966), that permits a rat to associate a food taste with nausea several hours later
is frequently referred to as a "biological constraint on learning." Reviews or treatments of domain-specific elements in psychological systems frequently have titles
Ro~rntltrr~i~.~
of Lclnrnin,g (Seligman & tlagcr, 1072), Con.s!r~c~irr!.s
such as Riolo~ic~rl
on Lrtu.tririg (Sl~ettleworll~,
1972), or even 'l't~e'lungled Wing: Biological Constraints on the Hunlan Spirit (Konner, 1982). This terminology is seriously misleading, because it incorrectly implies that "unconstrained" learning mechanisms are a theoretical possibility; it implicitly denies the existence of the frame
problem.
All constraints are properties, but not all properties are constraints. Calling
a property a "constraint" implies that the organism would have a wider range of
abilities if the constraint were to be removed. Are a bird's wings a "constraint on
locomotion"? Obviously, such usage would be absurd: Wings expand the bird's capacity to locomote. On the other hand, a thick rubber band placed in such a way
that it pins a bird's wings to its body is a constraint on the bird's ability to locomote, constraining the bird to walking. If anything, wings should be called "enablers," because they enable an additional form of locomotion.
Equally, there is no evidence that the domain-specific mechanisms that permit one-trial learning of an association between taste and nausea are "constraints
on learning." Removing the specific properties that allow the efficient learning of
this particular association would not expand the rat's capacity to learn; i t would
reduce it. Not only would the rat be unable to associate a food taste with an electric shock; it would also be unable to associate a food taste with nausea.
The tendency to refer to such evolved structures as "constraints ~ I 1ci11-niiig"
I
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spccif'ically, that learning is possible in the absence of a great deal of domainspecific structure. If the "constraint" language were accurate in its implic;ttions,
tllen a property that "prepares" an organism to associate a taste with nausea might
preclude it from associating a taste with an electric shock. However, if an organism with this prepared association also had a domain-general associative mechanism, there is n o a priori reason why that mechanism should not work to pair lastc
with electric shocks. In order to call the prepared association a "constraint" on the
learning caused by the general-purpose mechanism, one would have to demon-
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strate empirically that the activation of the prepared association by the presence of
food somehow causes the general-purpose mechanism to shut down. Rozin and
Schull (1988) have pointed out another way in which the terminology of constraints is misleading: It implies that the human mind was "built down" from a
more general-purpose cognitive system present in our ancestors. Yet such a phylogenetic history seems far from likely: It presumes that our primate ancestors had
a capacity lo learn that was broader and more powerful lhan our own.
?'he rich, funclionally specialized inli)r~nation-processiilgstructures present
in the psychologies of organisms should be affirmatively characterized as adaptations, rather than as constraints. They should not be characterized, implicitly or explicitly, by how far they deviate from the ideal of a nonexistent-and indeed, impossible and incoherent-general-purpose architecture. It is true that psychologies
differ in the breadth of situations to which they can respond appropriately. The fact
that humans can improvise an amazing and elaborate range of behaviors, from
composing symphonies to piloling aircraft lo writing The lrliot indicates a generality of achieved problem solving that is truly breathtaking. l3ut we know I'rom the
reality of combinatorial explosion and its progeny in various fields that this cannot
be the result of mechanisms that are solely domain-general, content-independent,
and free of procedures poised to exploit the structure of the world. Most of all,
"generality" is a description of what an architecture lacks: It means that it lacks
anything particular (such as information or procedures) that suits it for some situations over others. For this reason, generality of accomplishment is not achieved,
ancl coulcl not bc achieved, by generality of design. General designs arc inherenlly
weak designs, while specialized designs are inherently more powerful, though at
the price of addressing a narrower range of problems. The solution, for an architecture that must be both powerful, yet somewhat general, is the bundling of specialized mechanisms together, so that in aggregate, they address a large range of
problems and do so powerfully. Moreover, mechanisms that are "general purpose"
to some degree can be embedded in this guiding matrix of functional specialization to supplement them and broaden the range of solvable problems still further.
Thus, in the human case (for example), one has mechanisms incorporating (highly
structured) social observation, imitation, operant conditioning, and so on that (conjointly with an expanded array of specialized mechanisms) increase the range of
situations that can be responded to appropriately. It is time for behavioral scientists to turn from a nearly exclusive focus on these more general-purpose mechaI I ~ S I I I Slo Il~c
cr~~ci;~l,
;lrltl I;~rgclyrlcglcclc(l, c ~ ~ c o ~ ~su~crslr~~clurc
s s i g
of cvolvctl
donlain-specific functional specializations.

FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICITY IN MOTIVATION
Within this tradition of emphasizing general-purpose architectures, the field of motivation has played a subversive role (Tooby & Cosmides, 1992). As was clear
from the previous analysis, motivation is the most obviously difficult thing to
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make general, because what counts as adaptively successful behavior for the organism differs comolctely from tlonlain lo domain. There is simply no uniform ulement in sex, eating, drinking, staying warm (but not overheating), and so on, that
could be used to build a general architecture that could learn to accomplish these
behaviors. Any architecture that can do these tasks requires something functionally
1
' ke rnotivaspecialized to address them. What many psychologists did was to m*
lion Ihe reposilory of lhe inescapable minimum of functionally specii~lizetlrcgulalory slruclure, while making the rest of their hypothesized architectures as general
as possible. Despite the admission of functional specialization into psychological
processes, the tendency has been to keep these elements restricted to as small a
class as possible and to view thern as external to the "important" central learning
or cognitive processes. They are incorporated as, for example, reinforcers operating by drive reduction.
Modern mainstream cognitive psychologists have continued in this tradition,
for the most part, and have lahoretl to keep ilny such content-intluencctI elcmcn~s
exlrinsic lo the primary cognitive machinery. Indeed, they have usually avoided
addressing how functional action-such as mate choice, food choice, or effort calculation-takes places at all. The principles of concept formation, of reasoning, of
remembering, and so forth have traditionally been viewed as uninfected prior to
experience with any content, their procedures lacking features designed for dealing with particular types of content. (The recent emergence of modular or domainspecific cognitive psychologists constitutes a dissenting subcommunity.)
Given this division of labor (i.e., with motivation the keeper of the Sunctionally specific, and learning theory the keeper of the general laws of mind),
much of great value was learned. However, because of the powerful prejudice
against content-sensitivity or functional specialization harbored by many learning
theorists, a great deal more could have been learned, even within this Procrustean
framework. An attempt could have been made to comprehensively survey the lisl
of primary reinforcers, and the conditions and contexts within which they were reinforcing. Unfortunately, the pretheoretical preference was to keep this list as short
as could be accepted as credible (with credibility depending on what kinds of animal behavior one knew about). To keep this short list credible, one had to keep
research organisms outside ecologically valid circumstances, away from biologically significant stimuli and, indeed, in highly stimulus-impoverished circunistances (Reach, 1955; Brelantl & Breli~nil,196 1; I.ocliurtl, 107 1 ).
I(ll~ology( 0 1 soc.iol)iology or I~c~I~;~viori~l
ccology or ~ I I I ~ I I Il)cI~;~vio~.~~I~
lllc
llillnes t~avcbeen changed lo protect the innocent) has played an iniportant corrcclive role in this regard (Daly & Wilson, 1984; Krebs & 13nvics. 1084; L,orcnz,
1965; 'l'i~lbcrgen, 1951; Wilson, 1975). 'l'hese fields have provided carefully documented, functionally interpretable behaviors that lie far outside anything that
drive reduction theory and a short list of motivations could explain. Thus, one has
the effort male ring doves will go to monitor the sexual behavior of their mates
(Erickson & Zenone, 1976). One has reports from an entire range of speciesfrom langurs to lions to rodents--of newly resident males killing the infants of

their predecessors and thereby accelerating ovulation (Hrdy, 1977; for reviews see
Haushter & Hrdy, 1984). The now well-known selection pressure of kin selection
has led to the search for and documentation of an enormous array of kin-directed
altruistic acts-behaviors completely undreamt of in drive theory's philosophy
(Hamilton, 1964; Williams & Williams, 1957; for review see Krebs & Davies,
1984). Similarly, the complex conditions under which reciprocation is and is not
engaged in are hard to account for using tradilional notions of what reinforcers are
and what, exactly, it is that they reinlbrcc (e.g., Wilkinson, 1988, 1990).
Evolutionary studies of humans similarly bristle with documented phenomena that cannot be accounted for with general architectures and a short list of
drives, rewards, or reinforcers (see Tooby & Cosmides, 1992, for discussion, and
the papers in Barkow, Cosmides, & Tooby, 1992, for examples). Buss's and
Symons's important work in the area of human mate choice and sexuality shows
that the "sex drive" is a construct completely inadequate to cope with the structural richness of the factors involved in the tliffcrcnliated sexual psychologies of
males and females (Buss, 1987, 1989, 1991a, 1992, 1994; Symons, 1979). Some
of our own work has focused on the complex evolved structure of the inference
mechanisms and associated motivations linked to human reciprocation (Cosmides,
1989; Cosmides & Tooby, 1989, 1992). Finally, Daly and Wilson have explicitly
been exploring the issue of the complexity and functional subtlety of the human
motivational system and how it conforms to expectations drawn from a broad
array of selectionist theories (Daly & Wilson, 1981, 1982, 1984, 1987a, 1987b,
1988; Daly, Wilson, & Weghorst, 1982; Wilson & Daly, 1985, 1987, 1992). They
have explored the motivational structure recoverable from such phenomena as risk
taking, violence, sexual jealousy and proprietariness, parental care (and its lack),
spousal abuse, and their regulation by such factors as gender, age, kinship, reproductive value, and various situational factors. Work such as Buss's, Symons's, and
Daly and Wilson's leads to the conclusion that the human mind contains evolved
motivational mechanisms that are specifically targeted to address adaptive problems involved in mate selection, aggression, mate guarding, discriminative child
care, and so on, and that these psychological mechanisms recalibrate themselves
depending on the age, sex, number of children, and so on, of the individual they
are in. That is, humans have motivations specifically "about" the sexual behavior
of their spouses, "about" those identified by cues as genetic kin, "about" how
much to care for a sick child, and so on that are not derived from a shorter list or
cultu~xllyviiriulde socially lci~n~ctl
"v;~l~cs."
Information-processing descriptions of' motivational questions provide a rich
language for characterizing this expanding range of behavioral phenomena. For example, the cognitive architecture of bumblebees appears to contain psychological
specializations for foraging (Real, 1991). These mental organs embody rules of relevance, drawing the animal toward some aspects of its environment and not others. These rules cause the animal to search for certain kinds of environmental patterns-such as flower-shaped objects-and, upon finding these patterns, to engage
in adaptively appropriate activities-such as sampling the nectar from the flower.

Its rules cause the animal to compute certain functions-such as nectar reward per
unit lime per flower-and use the computed value to decide which color flowers
to forage on (Real, 1991). The animal might continue to forage until some consummatory function-perhaps a calculation of total nectar consumed-deactivates
the mental organ and thereby causes the foraging behavior to cease. Mental organs
may be arranged in hierarchical fashion, in such a way that a bee might forage as
long as the pretlalion risk is sufficiently low, but when environmental cucs intlicatc ~ h cpresence of a predator, Ihe foraging mechanisms are deaclivated and [lie
predator avoidance programs activated.
Once one has a map of the information-processing programs that govern behavior, motivational questions can be discussed with great precision. For example,
bumblebees are risk-averse foragers; given two different flower patches that have
the same expected nectar payoff but different variances, they concentrate their foraging on the low variance patch (Real, 1991). Describing the bumblebee's behavior as tllc cxpr-cssior~of' cogl~itivcrules encourages one to ask very specific questions about those rules, such as: Do these rules cause the bee to prefer the more
variable patch if its average reward is higher? How much higher does the average
reward have to be? Do the bee's decision rules compute reward as a function of
time for one flower at a time, or are these values averaged over two or more flowers? Does the bee's past history with a flower of a specific color affect its foraging decisions? and so on (Real, 1991). Once one has specified all the cognitive
rules that govern the bumblebee's foraging-what kinds of information these rules
take as input, what transformations they perform on that information, and what behaviors they generate as output--one has a very complete and specific description
of the bumblebee's motivational programs in the domain of foraging.
Theories of adaptive function, in their ranking of outcomes in terms of fitness promotion, inherently help in analyzing the design of motivational mechanisms. Moreover, computational theories that include models of ancestral conditions as well as selection pressures will provide clues as to what cues and outcomes
should be rewarding, how to define goal states, and how to model an equivalence
and relative value in a mental or information-processing currency of cued consequences (so-calledfitness tokens; Daly & Wilson, 1988). Of course, the most important implication is that it will often be more productive to consider motivational
nlechanisnls as subcomponents in separate domain-specific mrchauisa~s. rathcr
than as a single unitary systc~llcrosscutting tllrougl~cvcry domain. Th;u is. O I ~ C
sllooltl co~~sitlcr
a plusalisi~~
of ~~lolivi~lio~lal
~iiccl~;ulisnrs,
willloul expcctillg tl~altl~c
motivational dimension should operate according to the same rules from problemsolving system to problem-solving system. In such models, motivation may sllow
up, for example, as a series of differentiated regulatory variables embedded in separate problem-solving mechanisms whose magnitudes play roles in decisions and
procedure activation. Of course, given that every organism needs to arbitrate between activities, there will need to be an encompassing integrative and arbitrative
motivational system that addresses the issue of task switching. This raises the issue
of the organization of the entire psychological architecture, and with it, emotion.

EMOTIONS AS ADAPTATIONS
TO PHYLOGENETICALLY RECURRING SITUATIONS
All adaptations evolved in response to the repeating elements of past environments, and their structure reflects in detail the recurrent structure of ancestral environments. This ability to "know about" and exploit the complex structure of the
world, based on cues that identify recurring situations, is one of the things that
give tlomain-specific nlechanisms such an edge in producing adaptive behavior.
Given that animal minds consist of collections of evolved mechanisms in a world
in which situations reappear from generation to generation, a functional description of emotion naturally emerges (Tooby, 1985, Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b). One
simply needs to shift the focus from considering how an individual mechanism
matches the environmental structure of its particular problem type to addressing
how sets of mechanisms might advantageously be coordinated when dealing with
c v o l ~ ~ i i o ~ ~ rci~ppe;~ri~~g
;~rily
situ;~iio~is.
Of course, each psychological ~necliar~ism
can operate i l l a nir~iiberof alternative ways, each of which will be more or less useful in dealing with a given situation. Taken together in their interaction with the other mechanisms in the architecture, some configurations will deal better than others with specific situations.
For this reason, selection can have been expected to have shaped the system architecture to structure interactions among the different mechanisms so that they
function particularly harmoniously when confronting commor~lyrecurring (across
generations) adaptive situations. Fighting, engaging in sex, needing nourishment,
falling in love, escaping predators, confronting sexual infidelity, and so on, have
each recurred innumerable times in evolutionary history, and each requires that a
certain subset of the psychological architecture's behavior-regulating algorithms
function together in a particular way to guide behavior adnptively through that
type of situation. This structured functioning together of mechanisms is a mode of
operation for the mind and can be meaningfully interpreted as an emotional state.
Each emotion state-fear of predators, guilt, sexual jealousy, rage, grief, and so
on--corresponds to an integrated mode of operation that functions as a solution
designed to take advantage of the particular structure of the recurrent situation
these emotions correspond to. The characteristic feeling that accompanies each
such mode is the signal that activates the specific constellation of mechanisms appropriate to solving that type of adaptive problem.
'1.0 iliakc this concrete, let us briefly tlcscribc in these tcrms what might hitppen to a hypothetical human hunter-gatherer when a distant lion becomes visible.
The recognition of this predator triggers the internal "broadcast" that we call the
feeling of fear; this broadcast acts as a signal to all of the diverse mechanisnis in
the psychological architecture. Upon detecting this signal, they each switch into
the "fear mode of operationw-that is, the mode of operation most appropriate to
dealing with the danger presented by a predator. The mechanism maintaining the
hunger motivation switches off and cognitive activity involved in reasoning about
the discovery of food is stopped, neither being appropriate. A different set of mo-

tivational priorities is created. Mechanisms regulating physiological processe
issue new "inslructions" making the person physiologically ready for Ihe new sort
of behaviors that are now more adaptive: fighting or, more likely, flight. Inferen
tial activity switches to representations of the local terrain, estimates of probabl~
actions by the lion, sources of help and protection from the lion, and so on. Thc
primary motivation becomes the pursuit of safety-a concept specially defined b!
this emotion state. The modes of operation of the perceptual mechanisms alter rad
ically: Ilearing becomes far Inore acute; danger-relevant stimuli beconie boosted
while danger-irrelevant stimuli are suppressed. The inferential networks underly
ing the perceptual system interpret ambiguous stimuli (i.e., shadows, maskink
noise) in a threatening way, creating a higher proportion of true predator detec.
tions at the cost of a higher rate of false alarms. Attention-directing mechanism:
become fixed on the danger and potential retreats. Similarly, discovering one's
mate in a sexual liaison signals a situation that threatens future reproduction anc
presclli i~~vesi~ncni
;~Iloc;~tio~r;
ihis c11c sl~ot~lcl
ihelwli)re aciivi~los c x ~ ~jc;~loi~sy
i~l
(Ihly, Wilso~t,& Wegliorst, 1082; Daly & Wilson, 1988; Buss, 1992). 'I'lie ella)tion of sexual jealousy constitutes an organized mode of operation specifically designed to deploy the programs governing each psychological mechanism so that
each is poised to deal with the exposed infidelity: Physiological processes are prepared for violence; the goal of deterring, injuring, or murdering the rival emerges;
the goal of punishing or deserting the mate appears; the desire to make oneself
more competilively attractive emerges; memory is activated to reanalyze the past;
and so on.
In this view, emotion and "thinking" (i.e., consciously accessible inference)
are not parallel processes; rather, emotional states are specific modes of operation
of the entire psychological architecture (and, indeed physiological architecture), including whatever inferential processes may be going on. Each emotional state
manifests regulatory features "designed" to solve particular families of adaptive
problems, whereby the psychological mechanisms assume a unique configuration.
Using this approach, each emotional state can be mapped in terms of its characteristic configuration and the particular mode each identifiable mechanism adopts
(motivational priorities, inferential algorithms, perceptual mechanisms, physiological mechanisms, attentional direction, emotion signal and intensity, prompted cognitive contents, etc.).
Of course, ever since Darwin (1 87 1, 1872), emotions have been seen as the
~)roiluct01' l l ~ cevolulio~~ary
process, i111tl ~suiilly,altliougli ~iotalways, as I'urictio~ialadaptations (Arnold, 1960, 1968; Chance, 1980; Daly et al., 1982; Darwin,
1872; Eibl-Ebesfeldt, 1975; Ekrnnn, 1982; Frijda, 1986; 14;tmhurg, 1968; Iz;lld,
1977; Olic, 1074; Plutcliik, 1980; 'l'onikins, 1963, 1963; and ~iiiI~iy
others). In l'aci,
111uchof the best work in evolutionary psychology to date stems frorn an cvo1~1tionary-functional approach to emotions (e.g., Bowlby, 1969; Daly et al., 1982;
Ekman, 1982). The particular interpretive framework advanced here (Tooby, 1985;
Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b; see also 1990a) is consistent with much of the vast literature on emotion. It is simply an attempt to integrate into a modem adaptation-

ist framework: (a) the idea that the mind consists primarily of a collection of
evolved function-specific information-processing mechanisms with such views as
that (b) emotions are coordinated systems (Arnold, 1960, 1968; Frijda, 1986;
Izard, 1977; Lazarus, Kanner, & Folkman, 1980; Plutchik, 1980), that (c) organize action (Frijda, 1986; Lazarus, 1966) appropriate to situations (Arnold, 1960;
Frijda, 1986; Lazarus et al., 1980; Tolman, 1932; see especially Nesse's, 1990,
excellent discussion).
'Ib characterize an emotion as an adapta~ionin information-prcxessing terms,
one must identify the following properties of environments and of mechanisms:
I . A situation-a

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

recurrent structure of environmental and organismic properties, characterized as a complex statistical composite of how such properties covaried in the
environment of evolutionary adaptedness. Examples of situations are being in a depleted nutritional state, competing for maternal attention, being chased by a predator,
being about to ambush an enemy, having few friends.
'I'lrc*trtlc~l~ri~~c~
proI)lt,tt~- tllc iclc~~tificatio~r
ol' wlrich orpi~~is~nic
sti~tssa~rclIK'II;IV~O~;II
sequences will lead to the best average functional outcome, given the situation. For
example, what to do given you are being chased by a predator; what to do given you
are in a depleted nutritional state.
Cues that signal the presence of the situation-for example, low blood sugar signals
a depleted nutritional state; the looming approach of a large fanged animal signals
the presence of a predator; seeing your mate having sex with another signals sexual
infidelity; finding yourself consistently alone or avoided by others signals that you
have few friends.
A1~orirlltrt.srhut monitor f i r situurion-dejitliq cues-i~lcludirig perceptual mechanisms, proprioceptive mechanisms, and situation-modeling memory.
Algorithms that detect situations-these mechanisms take the output of the monitoring algorithms in (4) as input, and through integration, probabilistic weighting, and
other decision criteria identify situations as either present or absent (or present with
some probability).
Algorithms that assigti priorities-a givcn world-state may correspontl to more than
one situation at a time, for example, you may be nutritionally depleted and in the
presence of a predator. The prioritizing algbrithms define which emotion modes are
compatible (e.g., hunger and boredom), which are mutually exclusive (e.g., feeding
and predator escape). Depending on the relative importance of the situations and the
reliability of the cues, the prioritizing algorithms decide which emotion modes to activate and deactivate, and to what degree.
A n intert~alcotnm~cnicationsystem-given that a situation has been detected, the internal colnmunication system sends a situation-specific signal to all rclcva~~t
mccllan i s ~ ~the
~ s signal
;
switches the111into the appropriate adaptive e~llotiotr~ntdc.
A set of'algorithms specific to each mechanism that regulates how it responds to each
specialized emotion stare-these algorithms determine whether the mechanism
should switch on or switch olf; and if on, wllat cn~otior~-speciali~ctl
perli~nnancethey
will implement.

Any controllable biological process that, by shifting its performance in a
specifiable way, would lead to enhanced averagz fitness outcomes should come to
be partially governed by emotional state (see 18) above). Such processes include:

Goals. The cognitive mechanisms that define goal-states and choose amonj
goals in a planning process should be influenced by emotions. For example, vin
dictiveness-a
specialized subcategory of anger-may
define "injuring the of
fending party" as a goal state to be achieved. (Although the functional logic of thi
process is deterrence, this function need not be represented, either consciously o
unconsciously, by the mechanisms that generate the vindictive behavior.)
Mo~i)~u~iottuI
priot.iti~.~.Mechanisms involved in hierarchically rankitll
goals, or for nonplanning systems, other kinds of motivational and reward systems
should be emotion-dependent. What may be extremely unpleasant in one state
such as harming another, may seem satisfying in another state (e.g., aggressive
competition may facilitate counterempathy).
Information-gathering motivations. Because establishing which situatior
you iIrC in Ilns enorthous cotisecluctlccs fbr tlic i~plwoprialenessol' hcl~;~vior,
1114
process of detection should in fact irlvolve specialized inference procedures anc
specialized motivations to discover whether certain suspected facts are true 01
false. What one is curious about, what one finds interesting, what one is obsessec
with discovering should all be emotion-specific.
Imposed c.onceptua1f r u m e ~ ~ o r k sEmotions
.
should prompt construals of the
world in terms of concepts that are appropriate to the decisions that must be made.
If in an angry niood, domain-specific concepts such as social agency, fault, responsibility, and punishment will be assigned to elements in the situation. If hungry,
the food-nonfood distinction will seem salient. If endangered, safety-categorization
frames will appear. The world will be carved up into categories based partly on
what emotional state an individual is in.
Perceptuul mechanisnls. Perceptual systems may enter emotion-specific
modes of operation. When fearful, acuity of hearing may increase. Specialized perceptual inference systems may be mobilized as well: If you've heard rustling in
the bushes at night, human and predator figure-detection may be particularly
boosted, and not simply visual acuity in general. In fact, nonthreat interpretations
may be depressed, and the same set of shadows will "look threateningw-that is,
givcn it specific Ihreatening itllcr(~reti~lion
such as "a mitt1 will] a k~~ife"--or Ilot.
tlepending on emotion-state.

Mmzoty. The ability to call up particularly appropriate kinds of infortiialian
out of long-term nietiiory will be inlluenced. A wotiiati who has just found strong
evidence that her husband has been unfaithful may find a torrent of n~enlorics
about small details that seemed meaningless at the time but that now fit into an
interpretation of covert activity. We also expect that what is stored about present
experience will also be differentially regulated, with important or shocking events,
for example, stored in great detail.

Atret~tion. The entire structure of attention, from perceptual systems to the

contents of high-level reasoning processes, should be regulated by emotional state.
If you are worried that your spouse is late and might have been injured, it is hard
to concentrate on other ongoing tasks.
Physiology. Each organ system, tissue, or process is a potential candidate for
emotion specific regulation, and "arousal" is doubtless insufl'iciently specific to
capture the detailed coordination involved. Changes in circulatory, respiratory, and
gastrointestinal functioning are well-known and documented, as are changes in
levels of circulating sex hormones. We expect thresholds regulating the contraction of various muscle groups to change with certain emotional states, reflecting
the probability that they will need to be employed. Similarly, immune allocation
and targeting may vary with disgust, with the potential for injury, or with the demrrnds of extreme physical exertion.
Communication processes. What individuals communicate, whether "voluntarily" or "involuntarily," will be influenced by emotion state. The role of emotional expression as a form of functional communication of situation (including intentions) goes back to Darwin and is widely appreciated (Darwin, 1872; Ekman,
1982).
Behuvior. All psychological mechanisms are involved in the generation and
regulation of behavior, so obviously behavior will be regulated by emotion state.
More specifically, however, mechanisms proximately involved in the generation of
actions (as opposed to processes like face recognition that are only distally regulatory) should be very sensitive to emotion state. Not only may highly stereotyped
behaviors of certain kinds be released (as during sexual arousal or rage, or as with
species-typical facial expressions and body language), but more complex actiongeneration mechanisms should be regulated as well. Specific acts and courses of
action will be more available as responses in'some states than in others, and more
likely to be implemented. Emotion mode should govern the construction of organized behavioral sequences that solve adaptive problems.
Specialized inference. Emotion mode should be one faclor that governs the
activation of slxcializcd inferential systems, soch as cheater tlclcclion (Cosmiclcs,
1985; Cosmides, 1989; Cosmides & Tooby, 1989), bluff detection, and so on.
Reflexes. Muscular coordination, tendency to blink, threshold for vomiting,
shaking, and many other reflexes should be regulated by emotion mode.
Learning. Emotion mode will also regulate learning mechanisms. What
someone learns from stimuli will be greatly altered by emotion mode, because of
attentional allocation, motivation, situation-specific inferential algorithms, and a

host of olher factors. Emotion mode will cause the present context to be divide
up into situation-specific functionally appropriate categories so that the same stim
uli and the same environment may be interpreted in radically different ways, de
pending on emotional state. For example, which stimuli are considered simila
should be different in different emotional states, distorting the shape of the indi
vidual's psychological "similarity space" (Shepard, 1987).
lledonic el~uluutionof acts, events, and stimuli. A behavioral sequence i
composed of many acts. Each of these acts can be thought of as an intermediat~
"factor" in the production of a behavioral sequence. Determining which course
of action are worthwhile and which are not is a major informational problem. Thl
payoff of each "factor of productionw--of each act in the sequence-must bc
computed before one can detennine whether the whole sequence is worthwhile
Every time there is a change in the world that affects the probable payoff of nl
iIC1 0 1 ' IICW ~ l l ~ ~ ~ ~ l l l111ill
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to recomputed. Evaluating entire chains as units is not sufficient, because eact
item in a chain (staying behind from the hunt, making a tool, borrowing materi
als from a friend, etc.) may be used in another unique sequence at a later time
Therefore, effort, fitness token-payoffs (rewards), risks, and many other cornpo.
nents of evaluation need to be assigned continually to classes of acts. For this reason, there should be mechanisms that assign hedonic values to acts, tallied as intermediate weights in decision processes. Our stream of actions and daily
experiences will be affectively "colored" by the assignment of these hedonic values. If our psychological mechanisms were not using present outcomes to assign
hedonic weights to classes of acts, there would be no function to suffering, joy,
and so on. Emotion mode obviously impacts the assignment of hedonic values to
acts.
Energy level and ezort allocation. Overall metabolic budget will of course
be regulated by emotion, as will specific allocations to various processes and facilitation or inhibition of specific activities. The effort that it takes to perform
given tasks will shift accordingly, with things being easier or more effortful depending on how appropriate they are to the situation reflected by the emotion.
Thus, fear will make it more difficult to attack an antagonist, while anger will
make it easier. The coofitlcncc with whicl~a sitt~i~tion
hiis hcc~iitlc~~tifictl
slior~ltl
ilscll' regulate the ct'lbrlful~~css
ot' situation-appropriate activities. Contusioo should
inhibit the expenditure of energy on costly behavioral responses and should motivate more information gathering and information analysis.

For a more extended discussion of emotions as architecture-organizing psychological adaptations, and how to relate them to the cue structure of ancestral environments, see Tooby and Cosmides (1990b).

From Evolurion ro Adaprarions to Behavior

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
Of course, mapping a universal evolved psychology would be an empty project if
every member of a species had a fundamentally different one. But complex adaptations, including complex psychological adaptations, should tend to be nearly
species-typical for humans or any species with an open-breeding system, and at
least population-endemic for species with more closed population structures
('rooby & Cosmides, 1990a). Evolutionary constraints on how adaptations must be
implemented, as well as recent developments in the theory of the evolution of sexual reproduction and genetic systems can help here: They show how genetic differences can exist within the shared superstructure of universal, complex, adaptively organized psychological mechanisms.
The argument is straightforward (see Tooby & Cosmides, 1990a; see also,
Tooby, 1982): (a) A species is a group of organisms defined by their ability to inIC-II)ICL~(I ;III(I ~ ~ ) I I ol'f'spri~~g
II
liri11 C;III c(111iiIlywcll rcp~ocli~cc.
(I)) 'lib si~rvivc~ I I ICI ~
produce in a complex world, the organism needs complex mechanisms (complex
adaptations). (c) Complex adaptations require complex blueprints at the genetic
level. This means that they require coordinated gene expression, involving hundreds or thousands of genes to regulate their development. (d) If the genes involved in complex adaptations differed in ways that significantly impacted the design of the component parts, from individual to individual, then, (e) every sexual
generation (which breaks apart old combinations and randomly generates new
ones) would lead to the break down of complex adaptations. (f) Sexual recombination makes it improbable that all of the necessary genes for a complex adaptation would be together in the same individual if the genes coding for components
of complex adaptations varied substantially between individuals. Therefore, (g) humans, and other complex organisms, cannot vary significantly in those genes that
underlie their complex adaptations. This applies with equal force to psychological
adaptations: Even relatively simple cognitive programs or "mental organs" must
contain a large number of interdependent procbssing steps, limiting the nature of
the variation that can exist without violating the functional integrity of psychological adaptations.
These conclusions are well supported by observations on human and nonhuman physiology. One can flip open Gray's Anatomy to any page and discover it
describes down to fine detail the architecture of any normal human from anywhere
on thc planct. ' h e "architecture" or pl~ysiologicalarrd neun)bioIogical dcsigii of
humans is both distinctively species-specific and species-typical. When one examines the organs, with their complex design and interlocking architecture, one finds
(within an age and sex, and to a large extent between sexes) monomorphisru of
design: Everyone has two lungs, one neck, blood, homoglobin, insulin, and so on.
And, although there is a great deal of superficial variation-no two hands are exactly the same size--each organ system has the same basic design: The locations
and connections between organs are topologically the same, and the internal tissue
structures and physiological processes have a uniformity of structure and func-
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tional regulation. One has to descend to specific enzymatic pathways before design differences-as opposed to quantitative variation-start showing up: Individual proteins may indeed differ due to genetic differences between individuals, but
genetically specified, coordinated functional variation in biochemical pathways between individuals of the same sex and age is very rare.'
In short, although there is a large amount of variation among humans concerning single or quantitative characteristics of specific organ systems, there is almost rzo vuriufioti among humans in what organs exist, or the basic design of each
organ system. Everyone has a heart, and a liver, and so on, and everyone's heart
and liver function in much the same way. We expect that this pattern holds for
"mental organs" as well. Such variation, whether it is of "physical" or "mental"
organ systems, can modify the functioning of these systems between individualssometimes drastically. Phenylketonuria is the result of a single gene modification.
Nevertheless, such variation must be recognized as modifications of il design
wlrosc i111cgl.ilyis I i ~ ~ c il ~y ~ l i ;~I IcI l~is Irol lihcly to colrsisl of ;I wl~ollytlifkrcr~l
design, differing "from the ground up." We find implausible, on the basis of population genetics considerations, the notion that different humans have fundamentally different and competing cognitive programs, resting on wholly different genetic bases. For this reason, individuals should be slightly noisy versions of
species-typical designs, perturbed in many minor fashions by genetic noise in superficial properties. Consequently, heritable psychological differences are not
themselves likely to be complex psychological adaptations. Thus, we believe that
behavioral scientists can most effectively devote most of their early research effort
to elucidating the most commonly shared and basic design features of a species'
cognitive programs. (For further development of this argument, and its application
to the study of both species-typical design and individual differences, see Tooby
& Cosmides, 1990a.)
In this view, individual differences are primarily explained by different environmental factors being fed into the same species-typical design: a standard psychological view. This is why regularities must be found at the level of mechanisms,
and not behavior itself. For example, individual differences may be caused when
wholly different cognitive programs become activated in different individuals, although they exist latcntly in all individuals, bascd on a species-typical geiietic basis.
Such facultative programs can be differentially activated early in the life cycle (setling individuals along different developmental tracks), by short-tern1 situationnl elicilalioi~,or cvcn as lllc rcsull of superficial (ill llle selisc discussed earlier) genetic
differences in other parts of the genome (e.g., constitutional differences or gender).
'Nonetheless. i t is well established that there is a renlarkable amount of genetic diversity in humans, and other similar species. What is i t doing there? There seems to be good reason to believe that
it is there in order to create variation that is superficial from the point of view of functional architecture but thnt enhances defenses against infectious disease (see. e.g., tfarnilton & Zuk, 1982; liwhy,
1982). That is, it seems likely to be the result of parasite-driven frequency-dependent selection for biochemical individuality, supplemented by other by-products of the evolutionary process, such as as mutations and selectively neutral variants drifting through the population.

CONCLUSIONS
Many evolutionary biologists seem to think that once they have identified an adaptive function, their job is done: Specifying how the organism accomplishes the
function is a trivial matter. This is comparable to thinking that once Einstein had
derived the equation E = mc2, designing a nuclear power plant was a trivial matter. Understanding what properties a cognitive program must have if it is to accotilplish an adaptive function is far from trivial-it is one of the most challenging problems facing modem researchers. But it is an illuminating enterprise.
There is emerging a new approach, usually called evolutionary psychology,
which is made possible by the simultaneous maturation of behavioral ecology, evolutionary biology, paleobiology, cognitive psychology, and neuroscience. Together,
these disciplines allow the discovery and principled investigation of the set of
evolved information-processing adaptations that constitute one important descripcombined according to the following guidelines:
1. Use the principles of natural selection as a starting point to develop models of the
adaptive problems that the species of interest had to solve.
2. Attempt to determine how these adaptive problems would have manifested them&elvesin the species' environment of evolutionary adaptetlness, insofar as this is possible. Recurrent environmental features relevant to the adaptive problem, including
c o n ~ t r i i i ~an(I
~ l s r e l a ~ i o ~ ~ s lthat
i i r ) ~cxistetl in ~ l i csc~iiil,ccologic;ll, genetic, ant1 pl~ysical situation of the species should be specil'ied; these constitute the conditions in
which the adaptive problem arose and further define the nature of the adaptive problem. Such features and relationships constitute the only environmental information
available to whatever cognitive program evolved to solve the adaptive problem. The
structure of the cognitive program must be such that it can guide behavior along
adaptive paths given only the information available to it in these conditions.
3. l~~tcgrate
the modcl of the selection pressures with available knowledge of the relevant ancestral conditions, drawing whatever valid and useful in~plicationscan be derived from this set of constraints. Catalog the specific information-processing problems that must be solved if the adaptive function is to be accomplished. This
constitutes a computational theory of the adaptive information-processing problem.
The computational theory is then used as a heuristic for generating testable hypotheses about the structure of the cognitive programs that solve the adaptive problem in
question.
4. Use the coniputational theory to (a) determine whether there arc design features that
t r t ~ cognitive
, ~
prograni cnp;rblc 01 solving tllc adaptive problei~i111ustI~ave,ant1 (b)
develop candidate models of the structure of the cognitive programs that the species
in question might have evolved to solve the adaptive problem. Be sure the model proposed is, in principle, powerful enough to solve the prohlc~iitlcfined in the c o ~ ~ i p u tational theory.
5. Eliminate alternative candidate models with experiments and field observation. Cognitive psychologists have already developed an impressive array of concepts and experimental methods for tracking complex information-processing systems-these
should be used to full advantage. The end result is a validated model of the cogni-

tive programs in question, together with a model of what environmental information,
and other factors, these progranis take as input.
6. Finally, compare the model against the patterns of manifest behavior that are produced by modem conditions. Informational inputs from modem environments should
produce the pattems of manifest behavior predicted by the model of the cognitive
programs already developed.

As previously discussed, some who adopt the evolutionary perspeclive attempt to leap directly from Step 1 to Step 6, neglecting the intermediate steps,
searching only for correspondences between evolutionary theory and modem manifest behavior. However, because they leave the causal chain by which evolution
influences behavior vague and unspecified, such attempts have sown the widespread confusion that (in the human case) hypotheses about economics, culture,
consciousness, learning, rationality, social forces, and so on, constitute distinct alternative hypotheses to evolutionary or "biological" explanations. Instead, such hyI)O~~ICSL'S
itre I I I O ~ C I ) I . ~ I ) C I . ~ Yvicw~'t1iIS I ) T O P O S ~ ~about
S
the slruclure of cvolvctl
cognitive programs and the kinds of information they take as input. They contain
implicit theories about how these evolved cognitive programs interact with information derived from modem environments.
Cognitive psychology and evolutionary biology are sister disciplines. The
goal of evolutionary theory is to define the adaptive problems that organisms must
be able to solve. The goal of cognitive psychology is to discover the infortnationprocessing mechanisms that have evolved to solve them. Alone, each is incotiiplele
for the understanding of behavior. Together, applied as a unified research program,
they offer the promise that the level of analysis appropriate for describing and investigating behavior has, at last, been found.
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